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Technology
Network method of moments [16] is an important tool for nonpara-
metric network inferences. However, there has been little investiga-
tion on accurate descriptions of the sampling distributions of network
moment statistics. In this paper, we present the first higher-order ac-
curate approximation to the sampling CDF of a studentized network
moment by Edgeworth expansion. In sharp contrast to classical liter-
ature on noiseless U-statistics, we showed that the Edgeworth expan-
sion of a network moment statistic as a noisy U-statistic can achieve
higher-order accuracy without non-lattice or smoothness assumptions
but just requiring weak regularity conditions. Behind this result is our
surprising discovery that the two typically-hated factors in network
analysis, namely, sparsity and edge-wise observational errors, jointly
play a blessing role, contributing a crucial self-smoothing effect in the
network moment statistic and making it analytically tractable. Our
assumptions match the minimum requirements in related literature.
For practitioners, our empirical Edgeworth expansion is highly
accurate and computationally efficient. It is also easy to implement.
These were demonstrated by comprehensive simulation studies.
We showcase three applications of our results in network infer-
ence. We proved, to our knowledge, for the first time that some
network bootstraps enjoy higher-order accuracy, and provided the-
oretical guidance for tuning network sub-sampling. We also derived a
one-sample test and Cornish-Fisher confidence interval for any given
moment, both with analytical formulation and explicit error rates.
1. Introduction.
1.1. Overview. Network moments are frequencies of particular patterns,
called motifs, that repeatedly occur in networks [84], such as triangles, stars
and wheels. They provide informative sketches of the potentially very high-
dimensional network population distribution. Pioneered by [16, 78], the
method of moments for network data has become a powerful tool for fre-
quentist nonparametric network inferences [4, 83, 106, 3, 79]. Compared to
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2 ZHANG AND XIA
model-based network inference methods [74, 18, 103, 77], network method
of moments enjoys several unique values and advantages.
First, the evaluation of network moments is completely model-free, mak-
ing them objective evidences for specification and comparison of network
models [23, 94, 101, 87]. They are the building blocks of the well-known
exponential random graph models (ERGM) [64, 110]. Moreover, the deep
theory by [16] (Theorem 3) and [22] (Theorem 2.1) shows that knowing all
population moments can uniquely determine a general exchangeable net-
work model up to a weak isomorphism map, despite no available inversion
formula. Second, in a big data era, many high-valued business and industry
networks contain 105 „ 107 or even more nodes [36, 75]. In such regime,
efficiency becomes a substantive practicality concern. Model-fitting based
network inferences might face challenges in handling huge networks, while
moment method equipped with proper sampling techniques [91, 39] can be
very scalable. Third, many network moments themselves are informative de-
scriptive statistics, attracting a lot of research interests, such as clustering
coefficient [62, 105], degree distribution [89, 98], transitivity [92], and so on.
Despite a surging literature on network method of moments in recent
years, the answer to the following core question remains under-explored:
What is the sampling distribution of a network moment?
For a given network motifR, let pUn denote its sample relative frequency with
expectation µn :“ ErpUns. Let pS2n be an estimator of VarppUnq to be chosen
later. We are mainly interested in finding the distribution of the studentized
form pTn :“ ppUn´µnq{pSn. It is well-known that under the widely-studied ex-
changeable network model, pTn dÑ Np0, 1q uniformly [16, 13, 51], but Np0, 1q
is rough unless the network is large, so one naturally yearns for a finer
approximation. To this end, several network bootstrap methods have been
proposed recently [16, 13, 51, 76, 79] attempting to address this question,
and they quickly inspired many follow-up works [100, 99, 50, 31] that clearly
reflected the interests from the application side in accurate approximations.
However, compared to their empirical effectiveness, the theoretical support
of network bootstraps remains weak. Almost all existing justifications of
network bootstraps critically depend on the following type of results
|pUn˚ ´ pUn| “ oppn´1{2q, or similarly, ˇˇˇ pTn˚ ´ pTn ˇˇˇ “ opp1q,
where pUn˚ or pTn˚ are bootstrapped statistics, combined with the asymptotic
normality of pUn or pTn. But this approach cannot show whether network boot-
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straps have any accuracy advantage over a simple normal approximation,
especially considering the much higher computational costs to bootstrap.
In this paper, we propose the first provable higher-order approximation
to the sampling distribution of a given studentized network moment. We
briefly summarize our main theorems into an informal statement as follows.
Theorem 1.1 (Informal statement of main theorems). Assume the net-
work is generated from an exchangeable model. Define the Edgeworth expan-
sion for a given network moment R with r nodes s edges as follows:
Gnpxq :“ Φpxq ` ϕpxq?
n ¨ ξ31
¨
#
2x2 ` 1
6
¨ Erg31pX1qs
` r ´ 1
2
¨ `x2 ` 1˘Erg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs+,
where Φ, ϕ are the CDF and PDF of Np0, 1q, and Xi, ξ1, g1 and g2 are
estimable quantities depending only on the graphon f and the motif R to be
defined in Section 3. Let ρn denote the network sparsity parameter. Under
the following assumptions:
1. ρ´2sn ¨Varpg1pX1qq ě constant ą 0,
2. Either R is acyclic and ρn “ ωpn´1{2q, or R cyclic and ρn “ ωpn´1{rq,
3. Either ρn ĺ plog nq´1, or lim suptÑ8
ˇˇ
E
“
eitg1pX1q{ξ1
‰ˇˇ ă 1,
we have
(1.1)
›››F pTnpuq ´Gnpuq›››8 “ O pMpρn, n;Rqq,
where }Hpuq}8 :“ supuPR |Hpuq|, and Mpρn, n;Rq, define in (3.8), satisfies
Mpρn, n;Rq ! n´1{2. Under the same conditions, the empirical Edgeworth
expansion pGn with estimated coefficients (see (3.11)) satisfies
(1.2)
›››F pTnpuq ´ pGnpuq›››8 “ Op pMpρn, n;Rqq.
1.2. Our contributions. Our contributions are three-fold. First, we es-
tablished the first accurate distribution approximation for network moments
(1.1), that originated from our novel insights on the surprising roles that net-
work noise and sparsity play in this setting. Second, we proposed a provably
highly accurate and computationally efficient empirical Edgeworth approxi-
mation (1.2) for practical use. Third, our results pave the way towards future
developments in accurate and fast nonparametric network inferences.
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To understand the strength of our main results (1.1) and (1.2), notice that
for mildly sparse networks, we achieved higher-order accuracy in distribu-
tion approximation without non-lattice or smoothness assumption. The non-
lattice assumption is universally imposed in all related literature known to
the authors where higher-order accuracy is pursued. However, this assump-
tion is violated by some popular network models, including stochastic block
model, arguably the most important network model. Waiving the graphon
smoothness assumption makes our approach a powerful tool for model-free,
exploratory network analysis and for analyzing networks with irregularities.
The key insight is our novel view of the sample network moment pUn as a
noisy U-statistic, where “noise” refers to edge-wise observational errors in A.
Our analysis reveals the connection and differences between the noisy and
the conventional noiseless U-statistic settings. We discovered, with surprise,
the blessing roles that the two typically-hated factors, namely, edge-wise
observational errors and network sparsity jointly play in this setting:
1. The errors behave like a smoother that tames potential distribution
discontinuity due to a lattice or discrete network population1;
2. Network sparsity then boosts the smoothing effect of the error term
to a sufficient level such that F pTn becomes analytically tractable.
In our proofs, we present original analysis that carefully quantifies the im-
pact of such smoothing effect. Our proof techniques are very different from
those in network bootstrap papers [13, 51, 76, 79]. It seems unlikely that
our assumptions can be substantially relaxed since they match well-known
minimum conditions in related settings.
Our empirical Edgeworth expansion (1.2) is very fast, much more scalable
than network bootstraps, and easily permits parallel computing.
As an application of our theory, we present the first proof of the higher-
order accuracy of some mainstream network bootstrap techniques under
certain conditions, which their original proposing papers did not prove. Our
results also enable rich future works on accurate and highly efficient network
inferences. We present two immediate applications in testing and confidence
intervals for network moments with explicit accuracy guarantees.
1.3. Paper organization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we formally set up the problem and provide a detailed litera-
ture review. In Section 3, we present our core ideas, derive the Edgeworth
1More precisely speaking, such irregularity is jointly induced by both the network pop-
ulation distribution and the shape of the motif, but the former is usually the determining
factor.
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expansion and establish its uniform approximation error bound. We also dis-
cuss different versions of the studentization form. In Section 4, we present
three applications of our results: bootstrap accuracy, one-sample test, and
one-sample Cornish-Fisher confidence interval. Section 5 presents simulation
studies. Section 6 discusses our results and future work.
2. Problem set up and literature review.
2.1. Exchangeable networks and graphon model. The base model of this
paper is exchangeable network model [42, 15]. Exchangeability describes the
unlabeled nature of many networks in social, knowledge and biological con-
texts, where node indexes do not carry meaningful information. It is a very
rich family that contains many popular models as special cases, including
the stochastic block model and its variants [61, 115, 114, 1, 69, 112, 68],
the configuration model [35, 85], latent space models [60, 52] and general
smooth graphon models [34, 49, 111].
Exchangeable networks can be succinctly formulated by the Aldous-Hoover
representation [2, 63]: the n nodes correspond to latent space positions
X1, . . . , Xn
i.i.d.„ Uniformr0, 1s. Network generation is governed by a mea-
surable latent graphon function fp¨, ¨q : r0, 1s2 Ñ r0, 1s, fpx, yq “ fpy, xq
that encodes all structures. The edge probability between nodes pi, jq is
(2.1) Wij “Wji :“ ρn ¨ fpXi, Xjq; 1 ď i ă j ď n,
where the sparsity parameter ρn P p0, 1q absorbs the constant factor, andş
r0,1s2 fpu, vqdudv “ 1. We only observe the adjacency matrix A:
(2.2) Aij |W „ BernoullipWijq; and Aij “ Aji; 1 ď i ă j ď n.
The model (2.1) and (2.2) has a well-known issue that both f and tX1, . . . , Xnu
are only identifiable up to equivalence classes [29]. This may pose significant
challenges for some model-based network inferences, as f is a natural part
in modeling the population of networks. Meanwhile, network moments are
permutation-invariant and thus clearly immune to the identification issue.
2.2. Network moment statistics. To formalize network moments, it is
more convenient to first define the sample version and then the population
version. Each network moment is indexed by its corresponding motif R. For
simplicity, we follow the convention to focus on connected motifs. Let R
represent the adjacency matrix of R, which has r :“ |R| nodes and s edges.
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For any r-node sub-network Ai1,...,ir of A, define
(2.3) hpAi1,...,irq :“ 1rAi1,...,ir–Rs2, for all 1 ď i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ir ď n,
where “Ai1,...,ir – R” means there exists a permutation map pi : t1, . . . , ru Ñ
t1, . . . , ru, such thatAi1,...,ir “ Rpi, whereRpi is defined as pRpiqij :“ Rpipiqpipjq.
Define the sample network moment as
(2.4) pUn :“ 1`n
r
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăirďn
hpAi1,...,irq,
and its sample-population version and population version are defined to
be Un :“ ErpUn|W s and µn :“ ErUns “ ErpUns, respectively. We call pUn
a noisy U-statistic for it is based on A and call the conventional Un :“`
n
r
˘´1 ř
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăirďn hpWi1,...,irq “
`
n
r
˘´1 ř
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăirďn hpXi1 , . . . , Xirq3 a noise-
less U-statistic for it is based on W . Similar to the advantage of studenti-
zation in the i.i.d. setting (Section 3.5 of [104]), we study
pTn :“ pUn ´ µnpSn ,
where pSn will be specified later. Similarly, the noiseless versions of pTn can
be defined by qTn :“ pUn ´ µnq{σn and Tn :“ pUn ´ µnq{Sn, respectively,
where σ2n :“ VarpUnq and S2n is a proper estimator for σ2n based on W .
2.3. Edgeworth expansions for i.i.d. data and noiseless U-statistic. Edge-
worth expansion [44, 102] refines the central limit theorem. It is the support-
ing pillar in the justification of bootstrap’s higher-order accuracy. In this
subsection, we review the literature on Edgeworth expansions for i.i.d. data
and for U-statistics, due to their close connection. Under mild conditions,
the one-term Edgeworth expansion for i.i.d. mean-zero and unit-variance
X1, . . . , Xn is Fn´1{2pX¯´ErX1sq{σX puq “ Φpuq´n´1{2 ¨ErX31 spu2´ 1qϕpuq{6`
Opn´1q, where Φ and ϕ are the CDF and PDF of Np0, 1q, respectively.
Higher order Edgeworth terms can be derived [56] but are not practically
meaningful without knowing the true population moments appearing in the
coefficients. The minimax rate for estimating ErX31 s is Oppn´1{2q so Opn´1q
is the best possible practical remainder control for an Edgeworth expansion.
For further references, see [14, 93, 12, 54, 55, 6] and textbooks [56, 40, 104].
2Since we consider an arbitrary but fixed R throughout this paper, without causing
confusion, we drop the dependency on R in symbols such as h to simplify notation.
3Here, without causing confusion, we slightly abused the notation of hp¨q, letting it take
either W or X as its argument, noticing that W is determined by X1, . . . , Xn.
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The literature on Edgeworth expansions for U-statistics concentrates on
the noiseless version. In early 1980’s, [25, 65, 27] established the asymptotic
normality of qTn and then Tn with an Opn´1{2q remainder. Then [26, 17, 73]
approximated degree-two (i.e. r “ 2) standardized U-statistics with an
opn´1q remainder, and [10] established an Opn´1q bound under relaxed con-
ditions for more general symmetric statistics. Empirical Edgeworth expan-
sions were studied in [58, 90], and they established opn´1{2q bounds. For
finite populations, [7, 20, 21, 19] established the earliest results, and we will
use some of their results in our analysis of network bootstraps. An incom-
plete list of other notable works includes [9, 57, 66, 80, 11, 67].
2.4. The non-lattice condition and lattice Edgeworth expansions in the
i.i.d. setting. A major assumption called the non-lattice condition is crit-
ical for achieving opn´1{2q accuracy in Edgeworth expansions, including all
results in the i.i.d. setting not requiring oracle moment knowledge and all
results for noiseless U-statistics, but this condition is clearly not required
by an Opn´1{2q accuracy bound4. A random variable X1 is called lattice, if
it is supported on ta ` bk : k P Zu for some a, b P R where b ‰ 0. General
discrete distributions are “nearly lattice”5. A distribution is essentially non-
lattice if it contains a continuous component. In many works, the non-lattice
condition is replaced by the stronger Cramer’s condition [38]:
lim sup
tÑ8
ˇˇ
E
“
eitX1
‰ˇˇ ă 1.
For U-statistics, this condition is imposed on g1pX1q :“ ErhpX1, . . . , Xrq|X1s´
µn. Cramer’s condition can be relaxed [5, 82, 96, 97] towards a non-lattice
condition, but all known essential relaxations come at the price of essen-
tially depreciated error bounds6. Therefore, for simplicity, in Theorems 3.1
and 4.1, we use Cramer’s condition to represent the non-lattice setting.
However, in network analysis, Cramer’s condition is violated by stochas-
tic block model, arguably the most important network model. In a block
model, g1pX1q only depends on node 1’s community membership, thus is
4Simply use a Berry-Esseen theorem.
5“A discrete distribution is nearly-lattice”: a discrete distribution, if not already lattice,
can be viewed as a lattice distribution with diminishing periodicity.
6For example, existing papers assuming only non-lattice (that can accommodate gen-
eral distribution distributions) achieved no better than oppn´1{2q error; [10] replaced 1
in Cramer’s condition by 1 ´ q, assuming it holds for t ĺ n1{2, and obtained an error
bound proportional to q´2; another example is [21], where they replaced [10]’s t range by
t ĺ pi, and obtained an error bound proportional to q´2pi´2. Also see the comment under
equation (4.7) of [90].
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discrete. Also, non-lattice or Cramer’s condition is difficult to check in prac-
tice. Moreover, some non-constant smooth models may even yield lattice
if paired with some motifs but not with others. For example, the graphon
fpx, yq :“ 0.3`0.1 ¨1rxą1{2;yą1{2s`0.1 sin p2pipx` yqq yields a lattice g1pX1q
when R is an edge, but a non-lattice g1pX1q when R is a triangle.
Next, we present a detailed review of the approaches to treat a lattice X1
in literature and the key inspiration to our work. By so far, latticeness can
only be analytically remedied in the i.i.d. setting without losing opn´1{2q
accuracy. Existing approaches are categorized into two mainstreams: (1).
adding an artificial error term to the sample mean to smooth out lattice-
induced discontinuity [95, 72]; and (2) formulating the lattice version Edge-
worth expansion with a jump function [95]. The seminal work [95] added
a uniform error with bandwidth n´1{2, and by reversing its impact in the
smoothed distribution function, he exactly formulated the lattice Edgeworth
expansion with Opn´1q remainder. Another classical work [72] used a nor-
mal error instead of uniform, and showed that the Gaussian bandwidth
must be ωpplog n{nq1{2q and op1q to smooth sufficiently without introducing
an ωpn´1{2q distribution distortion. Other notable works include [107, 70, 8].
The intrinsic difficulty of the lattice problem obstructed significant fur-
ther advances. First, the artificial error term, despite reinstating a tractable
formula, brings an n´1{2 distortion to the original distribution7. Second, the
exact formulation of the one-term lattice Edgeworth expansion contains an
n´1{2 jump term with jump locations depending on true population mo-
ments [95], laying an uncrossable Ωpn´1{2q barrier for any empirical CDF
approximation method.
3. Edgeworth expansions for network moments.
3.1. Outline and core ideas to analyze pTn. Our key discovery is that the
studentized noisy U-statistic pTn can be decomposed as follows:
(3.1) pTn “ rTn ` p∆n ` Ignorable remainder,
where rTn can be roughly understood as a studentized noiseless U-statistic,
similarly to Tn, and p∆n « Np0, σ — pρn ¨ nq´1{2q.
Our decomposition (3.1) is a renaissance of the spirits of [95] and [72], but
with the following crucial differences. First and most important, the error
term p∆n in our formula is not artificial, but naturally a constituting compo-
nent of pTn. Therefore, the smoother does not distort the objective distribu-
tion, that is, pTn is self-smoothed. The second difference lies in the bandwidth
7To see this, simply notice that the original distribution contains n´1{2 jumps, but the
smoothed distribution does not [17].
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of the smoothing error term. The Gaussian bandwidth pρn ¨ nq´1{2 is not at
our choice like that in [95] and [72], but governed by the network sparsity,
so if g1pX1q is lattice, we would need ρn “ Opplog nq´1q to gain sufficient
smoothing power. This echoes the lower bound on Gausssian bandwidth in
[72]. We also need ρn to be lower bounded for other reasons, see Lemma 3.1.
Third, our error term p∆n is dependent on rTn through W . In our analysis,
we carefully handled this dependency with original analysis.
3.2. Decomposition of the stochastic variations of pUn. To simplify nar-
ration, in this subsection, we focus on analyzing pUn, and the analysis of pTn
is conceptually similar. The stochastic variations in pUn “ Un ` ppUn ´ Unq
comes from two sources: the randomness in Un due to W and ultimately
X1, . . . , Xn, and the randomness in pUn ´ Un due to A|W , the edge-wise
observational errors.
The stochastic variations in Un as a conventional noiseless U-statistic is
well-understood due to Hoeffding’s decomposition [59]
Un ´ µn “ r
n
nÿ
i“1
g1pXiq ` rpr ´ 1q
npn´ 1q
ÿ
1ďiăjďn
g2pXi, Xjq ` oppρsn ¨ n´1q(3.2)
where g1, . . . , gr are defined as follows. To avoid complicated subscripts,
without confusion we define gk’s for special indexes pi1, . . . , irq “ p1, . . . , rq.
For indexes 1, k “ t2, . . . , r ´ 1u (only when r ě 3) and r, define g1px1q :“
ErhpX1, . . . , Xrq|X1 “ x1s ´ µn, gkpx1, . . . , xkq :“ ErhpX1, . . . , Xrq|X1 “
x1, . . . , Xr “ xrs ´ µn ´řk´1k1“1 ř1ďi1ă...ăik1ďr gk1pxi1 , . . . , xik1 q for 2 ď k ď
r ´ 1 and grpx1, . . . , xrq :“ hpx1, . . . , xrq ´ µn. From classical literature, we
know that ErgkpXi1 , . . . , Xikq|tXi : i P Ik Ă ti1, . . . , ikuus “ 0, where the
strict subset Ik could beH, and Cov pgkpXi1 , . . . , Xikq, g`pXj1 , . . . , Xj`qq “ 0
unless k “ ` and ti1, . . . , iku “ tj1, . . . , j`u. Consequently, the linear part in
the Hoeffding’s decomposition is dominant. Define
(3.3) ξ21 :“ Varpg1pX1qq.
We focus on discussing the stochastic variations in pUn ´ Un. The typical
treatment in network bootstrap literature is to simply bound and ignore this
component, such as Lemma 7 in [51]. But we shall reveal its key smoothing
effect by a refined analysis. To better understand the impact of pUn´Un, let
us inspect two simple examples.
Example 3.1. Let R be an edge with r “ 2 and s “ 1, and pUn is simply
the sample edge density. By definition, all hpAi1,i2q ´ hpWi1,i2q terms are
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mutually independent given W . Then pUn ´ Un dÑ Np0, σpUn|W “ ρ1{2n ¨ n´1q
with a uniform Opρ´1{2n ¨ n´1q Berry-Esseen CDF approximation error.
The next example shows that the insight of Example 3.1 generalizes.
Example 3.2. Let R be a triangular motif with r “ 3, s “ 3, and pUn is
the empirical triangle frequency. We can decompose pUn ´ Un as follows:
pUn ´ Un “ 1`n
3
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ăi2ăi3ďn
thpAi1,i2,i3q ´ hpWi1,i2,i3qu
“ 1`n
3
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ăi2ăi3ďn
tpWi1i2 ` ηi1i2q pWi1i3 ` ηi1i3q pWi2i3 ` ηi2i3q ´Wi1i2Wi1i3Wi2i3u
“ 1`n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
pΘijηij `Op ´ρ3{2n ¨ n´3{2¯ ,
where ηij :“ Aij´Wij and pΘij :“ 3ř1ďkďn,k‰i,jWikWjk{pn´2q. The linear
part is order ρ
5{2
n ¨ n´1 and dominating if ρn “ ωpn´1{2q, noticing that all
ηi1i3ηi2i3 and ηi1i2ηi1i3ηi2i3 terms are mutually uncorrelated given W .
The insights of the two examples are generalized in Lemma (3.1)-(b).
When the network is moderately dense, the linear part in pUn´Un dominates.
Consequently, the overall contribution of the stochastic variations in A|W
approximates Gaussian with an Opρ´1{2n ¨ n´1q Berry-Esseen bound.
3.3. Studentization form. The understanding of pUn in Section 3.2 pre-
pares us to fully specify pTn “ ppUn´µnq{pSn. We now design pSn. In VarppUnq “
ErVarppUn|W qs ` VarpErpUn|W sq, we observe VarppUn|W q — ρ2s´1n ¨ n´2 and
VarpErpUn|W sq “ VarpUnq — ρ2sn ¨ n´1. We shall assume ρn ¨ n Ñ 8, so
σ2n “ VarpUnq “ VarpErpUn|W sq dominates. There are two main choices ofpSn. The conventional choice for studentizing noiseless U-statistics [27, 58, 90]
suggests the jackknife estimator
(3.4) n ¨ pS2n;jackknife :“ pn´ 1q nÿ
i“1
´pU p´iqn ´ pUn¯2 ,
where pU p´iqn is pUn calculated on the sub-network of A induced by remov-
ing the ith node. Despite conceptual straightforwardness, the jackknife es-
timator unnecessarily complicates analysis. Therefore, we use an estimator
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with a simpler formulation. In VarppUnq “ σ2n ` Oppρ2s´1n n´2q “ r2ξ21{n `
Opρ2s´1n n´2q, replace ξ1 by its moment estimator. We design pSn as follows
n ¨ pS2n :“ r2n
nÿ
i“1
$’’&’’%
1`
n´1
r´1
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´1ďn
i1,...,ir´1‰i
hpAi,i1,...,ir´1q ´ pUn
,//.//-
2
.
We will show in Theorem 3.3 that the two estimators are in fact equivalent.
Next, we expand pTn. For simplicity, define the following shorthand
Un˚ :“ 1?n ¨ ξ1
nÿ
i“1
g1pXiq, ∆n :“ r ´ 1?
npn´ 1qξ1
ÿ
1ďiăjďn
g2pXi, Xjq,(3.5)
p∆n :“ ppUn ´ Unq{σn, δn :“ ppσ2n ´ σ2nq{σ2n, and pδn :“ ppS2n ´ pσ2nq{σ2n,
where in (3.5), the technical intermediate term pσn is defined as
n ¨ pσ2n :“ r2n
nÿ
i“1
#
1`
n´1
r´1
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´1ďn
i1,...,ir´1‰i
hpWi,i1,...,ir´1q ´ Un
+2
.
We now show that pTn can be expanded as follows.
pTn “ ´Un˚ `∆n ` p∆n `Oppn´1q¯ ¨ ´1` pδn ` δn¯´1{2
“ rTn ` p∆n `Op pMpρn, n;Rqq,(3.6)
where
rTn :“ Un˚ `∆n ´ 12Un˚ ¨ δn.(3.7)
The form (3.6) is partially justified by the Taylor expansion p1 ` xq´1{2 “
1´x{2`Opx2q, with x :“ pS2n´σ2nq{σ2n “ Oppn´1{2q [80]; and the remaining
justification comes from our main lemma, i.e. Lemma 3.1.
Definition 3.1 (Acyclic and cyclic motifs, see also [16, 13, 76]). A motif
R is called acyclic, if its edge set is a subset of an r-tree. The motif is called
cyclic, if it is connected and contains at least one cycle. In other words, a
cyclic motif is connected but not a tree.
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Definition 3.2. To simplify the statements of our method’s error bound
under different motif shapes, especially in Table 1 and proof steps, define the
following shorthand
(3.8) Mpρn, n;Rq :“
#
pρn ¨ nq´1 , For acyclic R
ρ
´r{2
n ¨ n´1, For cyclic R
Lemma 3.1. Assume the following conditions hold:
(i). ρ´sn ¨ ξ1 ą C ą 0, ,
(ii). Either R is acyclic and ρn “ ωpn´1{2q, or R cyclic and ρn “ ωpn´1{rq,
where C ą 0 is a universal constant. We have the following results:
(a)
Un ´ µ
σn
“ Un˚ `∆n `Oppn´1q,
(b) We have
ppUn ´ Unq
σn
“ p∆n `Op pMpρn, n;Rqq.
(3.9)
›››Fp∆n|W puq ´ FNp0,pρn¨nq´1σ2wqpuq›››8 “ Op ´ρ´1{2n ¨ n´1¯ ,
where the definition of σw is lengthy and formally stated in Section 7 in
supplementary material. As nÑ8, we have σw p— 1.
(c) pδn “ Op `pρn ¨ nq´1˘,
(d) We have
δn “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
g21pXiq ´ ξ21
ξ21
` 2pr ´ 1q
npn´ 1q
ÿ
1ďti,juďn
i‰j
g1pXiqg2pXi, Xjq
ξ21
`Oppn´1q.
Remark 3.1. Assumption (i) is a standard non-degeneration assump-
tion in literature. It should not be confused with a graphon smoothness
assumption. A globally smooth Erdos-Renyi graphon leads to a degenerate
g1pX1q. In the degenerate setting, both the standardization/studentization
and the analysis would be very different. Asymptotic results for r “ 2, 3 mo-
tifs under an Erdos-Renyi graphon were established in [47, 48]. Degenerate
U-statistics are outside the scope of this paper.
Remark 3.2. Assumption (ii) regards the randomness in A|W and guar-
antees the domination of the linear part of p∆n8. The seemingly higher re-
quirement of our Assumption (ii) compared to its counterparts in [16, 13,
8As is illustrated in Example 3.2.
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51], which require ρn “ ωpn´2{rq for cyclic R and ρn “ ωpn´1q for acyclic
R, is purely due to our pursuit of higher-order accuracy. Under their spar-
sity conditions, our approach achieves a Berry-Esseen bound Oppn1{2q, still
better than their opp1q rates. However, letting their analysis assume our As-
sumption (ii) does not clearly lead to an improvement of their error rates.
Remark 3.3. In Lemma 3.1, Parts (a) and (d) are similar to classical
literature, but here we accounted for ρn. Parts (b) and (c) are unique to the
network setting. Especially in the proof of Part (b), we refined the analysis
of the randomness in A|W in [13] and [51].
Remark 3.4. Our result (3.9) in Lemma 3.1-(b) should not be confused
with Theorem 1 of [16]. There are three distinct quantities: the true ρn, the
estimated rρn “ MeanpWijq and pρn “ MeanpAijq. The convergence rate ofpρn Ñ rρn is much faster than rρn Ñ ρn. Our result (3.9) regards pρn Ñ rρn,
thus avoiding the bottleneck; whereas [16] and later [79] focused on pρn Ñ ρn.
Overall, Lemma 3.1 clarifies the asymptotic orders of the leading terms
the expansion of pTn. In fact, Lemma 3.1 also holds for a jackknife pSn, in
view of Theorem 3.3, but we do not present it due to page limit.
3.4. Population and empirical Edgeworth expansions for network moments.
In this subsection, we present our main theorems.
Theorem 3.1 (Population network Edgeworth expansion). Define
Gnpxq :“ Φpxq ` ϕpxq?
n ¨ ξ31
¨
#
2x2 ` 1
6
¨ Erg31pX1qs
` r ´ 1
2
¨ `x2 ` 1˘Erg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs+,(3.10)
where Φpxq and ϕpxq are the CDF and PDF of Np0, 1q. Under the assump-
tions of Lemma 3.1, and additionally assume either ρn “ Opplog nq´1q or
Cramer’s condition lim suptÑ8
ˇˇˇ
E
”
eitg1pX1q¨ξ´11
ıˇˇˇ
ă 1 holds. We have›››F pTnpxq ´Gnpxq›››8 “ O pMpρn, n;Rqq.
Remark 3.5. The assumed ρn’s upper bound in absence of Cramer’s
condition serves to sufficiently boost the smoothing power of p∆n, quantified in
Lemma 3.1-(3.9). This assumption is unlikely improvable, since its required
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Gaussian variance pρn ¨ nq´1 — log n ¨ n´1 matches the minimum Gaussian
standard deviation requirement Ωpplog nq´1{2 ¨ n´1{2q in Remark 2.4 in [72]
for the i.i.d. setting.
In (3.10), the Edgeworth coefficients depend on true population moments.
In practice, they need to be estimated from data. Define
pg1pXiq :“ 1`n´1
r´1
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăir´1ďn
i1,...,ir´1‰i
hpAi,i1,...,ir´1q ´ pUn,
pg2pXi, Xjq :“ 1`n´2
r´2
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăir´2ďn
i1,...,ir´2‰i,j
hpAi,j,i1,...,ir´2q ´ pUn ´ pg1pXiq ´ pg1pXjq,
where we write “pg1pXiq” rather than “ {g1pXiq” for cleanness. We stress that
the evaluation of pg1pXiq and pg2pXi, Xjq only requires the indexes i, j but
not the latent Xi, Xj . Then the Edgeworth coefficients can be estimated by
pξ21 :“ n ¨ pS2nr2 “ 1n
nÿ
i“1
pg21pXiq, and pE “g31pX1q‰ :“ 1n
nÿ
i“1
pg31pXiq,
pE rg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs :“ 1`n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
pg1pXiqpg1pXjqpg2pXi, Xjq.
Theorem 3.2 (Empirical network Edgeworth expansion). Define the
empirical Edgeworth expansion as follows:
pGnpxq :“ Φpxq ` ϕpxq?
n ¨ pξ31 ¨
#
2x2 ` 1
6
¨ pErg31pX1qs
` r ´ 1
2
¨ `x2 ` 1˘ pErg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs+,(3.11)
Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, we have›››F pTnpxq ´ pGnpxq›››8 “ Op pMpρn, n;Rqq.
Remark 3.6. The concentration of pGn Ñ Gn should not be confused
with the concentration pGn˚ Ñ pGn, where pGn˚ is the expansion with bootstrap-
estimated coefficients. See literature regarding the i.i.d. setting [58, 80]. InpGn˚ Ñ pGn, the convergence rate is not a concern, because, without constrain-
ing computation cost, one can let the number of bootstrap samples grow arbi-
trarily fast, so the proof of bootstrap concentration only requires consistency,
but our proof regarding pGn Ñ Gn requires careful rate calculations.
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Next, we show that different choices of the variance estimators for stu-
dentization represent no essential discrepancy.
Theorem 3.3 (Studentizing by a jackknife variance estimator (3.4)).
Define pTn;jackknife :“ pUn ´ µnpSn;jackknife .
Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, we have
|pSn ´ pSn;jackknife| “ OppSn ¨ n´1q,(3.12) ›››F pTn;jackknifepxq ´Gnpxq›››8 “ O pMpρn, n;Rqq,›››F pTn;jackknifepxq ´ pGnpxq›››8 “ Op pMpρn, n;Rqq.
Theorem 3.3 states that on statistical properties, one does not need to
differentiate between pTn and pTn;jackknife, and is thus free to choose either for
computational or analytical convenience.
3.5. Remarks on non-smooth graphons and a comparison table of our re-
sults with literature. Our results do not assume graphon smoothness or
low-rankness. This aligns with the literature on noiseless U-statistics but
sharply contrasts network inferences based on model parameter estimation
such as [60, 74] and network bootstraps based on model estimation [51, 76].
Notice that the concept “non-smoothness” usually emphasizes “not assum-
ing smoothness” rather than explicitly describing irregularity. It is a very
useful tool for modeling networks with high structural complexity or un-
balanced observations, examples include: (1) a small group of outlier nodes
that behave differently from the main network patterns [24]; (2) in networks
exhibiting “core-periphery” structures [41, 113], we may wish to relax struc-
tural assumptions on periphery nodes due to scarcity of observations; and (3)
networks generated from a mixture model [86] with many small-probability
mixing components may appear non-smooth in these parts. Unfortunately,
existing research on practical methods for non-smooth graphons is rather
limited due to the obvious technical difficulty, but exceptions include [33].
Our results send the surprising message that under mild conditions, the
sampling distribution of a network moment is still smooth and can be accu-
rately approximated, even if the graphon is non-smooth.
We conclude this section by comparing our results to some representative
works in classical and very recent literature.
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Table 1
Comparison of CDF approximation methods for noisy/noiseless studentized U-statistics
Method
U-stat.
type
Popul.
momt.s9
Smooth
graphon
Nonlattice
/Cramer
Network sparsity
assumption on ρn
10
CDF approx.
error rate
Our method
(empirical Edgeworth)
Noisy No No
If yes ωpn´1{rq(C); ωpn´1{2q(Ac)11 Op pMpρn, n;Rqq (H)12
If no
ωpn´1{rq(C); ωpn´1{2q(Ac)
and O
`plognq´1˘(C, Ac) Op pMpρn, n;Rqq (H)
Node re-/sub- sampling
justified by our theory
Noisy No No Yes ωpn´1{rq(C); ωpn´1{2q(Ac) oppn´1{2q (H)
Bickel, Chen and Levina [16] Noisy No13 No No ωpn´2{rq(C); ωpn´1q(Ac) Consistency
Bhattacharyya and Bickel [13] Noisy No No No ωpn´2{rq(C); ωpn´1q(Ac) Consistency
Green and Shalizi [51] Noisy No Mixed14 No R is Ac; or ωpn´1{p2rqq(C)15 Consistency
Levin and Levina [76] Noisy No Low-rank16 No ωpn´1 ¨ lognq (Ac*)17 Consistency
Bickel, Gotze and van Zwet [17] Noiseless Yes No Yes Not applicable oppn´1q (H)
Bentkus, Gotze and van Zwet [10] Noiseless Yes No Yes Not applicable Oppn´1q (H)
Putter and van Zwet [90] Noiseless No No Yes Not applicable oppn´1{2q (H)
Bloznelis [19] Noiseless No No Yes Not applicable oppn´1{2q (H)
4. Theoretical and methodological applications.
4.1. Higher-order accuracy of node sub- and re-sampling network boot-
straps. One important corollary of our results is first higher-accuracy proof
of some network bootstrap schemes. For a network bootstrap scheme that
produces an estimated pU bn˚ and its jackknife18 variance estimator pSn˚˚ , definepTn˚˚ “ ppU bn˚ ´ pUnq{pSn˚˚ . We are going to justify the following two schemes.
(a). Sub-sampling [13]: randomly sample n˚ nodes from t1, . . . , nu without
replacement, and compute pTn˚˚ from the induced sub-network of A.
(b). Re-sampling [51]: random sample n nodes from t1, . . . , nu with replace-
ment, and compute pTn˚˚ from the induced sub-network of A.
9“Yes” means need to know the population moments that appear in Edgeworth coeffi-
cients, i.e. ξ1, Erg31pX1qs and Erg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs.
10To compare ρn assumptions, see our Remark 3.2
11(C): cyclic R; (Ac): acyclic R.
12Recall that Mpρn, n;Rq was defined in (3.8). (H): higher-order accuracy results.
“Consistency”: only convergence, no error rate.
13In [16, 13, 79], pUn ´ µn was rescaled by ρn and n. Whether assuming the knowledge
of the true ρn or not does not matter for their opp1q error bound, but it would make a
difference if an oppn´1{2q or finer bound is desired. See our Remark 3.4.
14The bootstrap based on denoised A requires smoothness. See Theorem 2 of [51].
15It seems their assumption for cyclic R was a typo, and ρn “ ωpn´2{rq should suffice.
Also, they used [13] in their proof, which requires ρn “ ωpn´1q for (Ac).
16[76] assumed the graphon rank is low and known.
17(Ac*): They require the motif to be either acyclic or an r-cycle, see their Theorem 4.
Their Theorem 3 requires condition (8) that only holds when R is a clique.
18Here, we use the jackknife estimator in the bootstrap for a better connection with
existing literature in the proof.
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Remark 4.1. Notice that [51] did not study the studentized form, and
[13] propoosed a different variance estimator (what they call “pσBi”). Our
justifications focus on the sampling schemes combined with some natural
formulation, not necessarily the same formulation as in these two papers.
Remark 4.2. As noted in [51], scheme (b) can be viewed as our data
generation procedure described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 but with the graphon f
replaced by the adjacency-induced graphon Apu, vq “ Arnus,rnvs, where rys :“
Ceilingpyq. This may seem similar to f -based data generaion, but in fact
they are distinct. The graphon Ap¨, ¨q inherits the binary nature of A and
will necessarily yield a lattice g1˚ pX1˚ q regardless of the original graphon f
and the motif R, rendering most classical Edgeworth analysis techniques
inapplicable. But the real obstacle is that the bootstrapped network data from
Ap¨, ¨q have no edge-wise observational errors (i.e. no counterpart to the
randomness in A|W ). Consequently, pTn˚˚ loses the self-smoothing feature
that pTn enjoys.
Theorem 4.1. Assume g1pX1q satisfies a Cramer’s condition such that
lim suptÑ8
ˇˇˇ
E
”
eitg1pX1q¨ξ´11
ıˇˇˇ
ă 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.2, we
conclude for the following bootstrap schemes:
(a). Sub-sampling: choosing n˚ — n and n´ n˚ — n, we have
(4.1)
›››F pT˚
n˚
puq ´ F pTn˚p1´n˚{nqpuq
›››
8
“ op
´
pn˚q´1{2
¯
“ oppn´1{2q.
(b). Re-sampling: choosing n˚ “ n, we have
(4.2)
›››F pT˚
n˚
puq ´ F pTn˚ puq
›››
8
“ op
´
pn˚q´1{2
¯
“ oppn´1{2q.
Remark 4.3. In the proof of Theorem 4.1, we combined our main results
with the results of [19] for finite population U-statistics. It is important to
notice that all existing works for under the finite populations did assume
non-lattice with population size growing to infinity, see condition (1.13) in
Theorem 1 of [19]. Consequently, the higher-order accuracy of some network
bootstraps is only proved under Cramer’s condition by so far.
Part (a) of Theorem 4.1 quantifies the effective sample size in the sub-
sampling network bootstrap: sampling n˚ out of n nodes without replace-
ment, the resulting bootstrap pTn˚˚ approximates the distribution of pTm where
m “ tn˚{n ¨ p1´ n˚{nqu ˆ n. Consequently, in order to approach the sam-
pling distribution of pTn with higher-order accuracy using sub-sampling [13],
one must have an observed network of at least 4n nodes, from which she
shall repeatedly sub-sample 2n nodes without replacement.
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4.2. One-sample t-test for network moments under general null graphon
models. In this and the next subsections, we showcase how our results im-
mediately lead to useful inference procedures for network moments. For a
given motif R, we test on its population mean frequency µn. Since µn de-
pends on n through ρn, we formulate the hypotheses as follows
H0 : µn “ cn, versus Ha : µn ‰ cn.
where cn is a speculated value of µn “ ErhpA1,...,rqs. In practice, cn may
come from a prior study on a similar data set or fitting a speculated model
to the data (for concrete examples on cn guesses, see Section 6.1 of [13]).
Here for simplicity we only discuss a two-sided alternative, and one-sided
cases are exactly similar. The p-value can be formulated using our empirical
Edgeworth expansion pGnp¨q in (3.11):
(4.3) Estimated p-value “ 2 ¨min
! pGnptpobsqq, 1´ pGnptpobsqq) .
where tpobsq :“ ppupobsqn ´ cq{pspobsqn , and pupobsqn and pspobsqn are the observed pUn
and pSn, respectively. We have the following explicit Type-II error rate.
Theorem 4.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.2, we have the fol-
lowing results:
1. The Type-I error rate of test (4.3) is α`O pMpρn, n;Rqq.
2. The Type-II error rate of this test is opp1q when |cn´dn| “ ω
`
ρsn ¨ n´1{2
˘
.
Remark 4.4. The null model we study is complementary to the degener-
ate Erdos-Renyi null model in [74, 47, 48]. The scientific questions are also
different: they test model goodness-of-fit whereas we test population moment
values. Notice that distinct network models may possibly share some com-
mon population moments. These approaches also use very different methods
and analysis techniques.
4.3. Cornish-Fisher confidence intervals for network moments. Noticing
that pGn is almost never a valid CDF, in order to preserve the higher-order
accuracy of pGn, we use the Cornish-Fisher expansion [37, 46] to approximate
the quantiles of F pTn . A Cornish-Fisher expansion is the inversion of an Edge-
worth expansion, and its validity hinges on the validity of its corresponding
Edgeworth expansion. Using the technique of [53], we have
Theorem 4.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.2, for any α P p0, 1q,
the lower α quantile of the distribution of pTn, denoted by q pTn;α, has the
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following approximation
pq pTn;α :“ zα ´ 1?n ¨ pξ31 ¨
#
2z2α ` 1
6
¨ pErg31pX1qs
` r ´ 1
2
¨ `z2α ` 1˘ pErg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs
+
,
where zα :“ Φ´1pαq. We also have the uniform “horizontal” error bound:
(4.4)
ˇˇˇpq pTn;α ´ q pTn;α ˇˇˇ “ Op pMpρn, n;Rqq,
and the coverage probability (“vertical” accuracy) satisfies
(4.5) Pp pTn ď pq pTn;αq “ α`O pMpρn, n;Rqq.
Then Cornish-Fisher confidence intervals can be easily constructed based
on Theorem 4.3. For example, a two-sided approximate 1 ´ α confidence
interval for µ :“ ErpUns is´pTn ´ pq pTn;1´α{2 ¨ Sn, pTn ´ pq pTn;α{2 ¨ Sn¯
with 1´α`Op pMpρn, n;Rqq coverage probability. Compared to the noiseless
setting [58, 81], in our noisy setting, the non-lattice condition can be replaced
by a weak network sparsity assumption in achieving higher-order accuracy.
5. Simulations.
5.1. Simulation settings. Our numerical studies focus on the CDF of F pTn .
In an illustrative example, we simulate with a lattice g1pX1q and show the
distinction between F pTn and FTn that clearly illustrates the self-smoothing
effect in pTn. Then we systematically compare the performance of our em-
pirical Edgeworth expansion to benchmarks that demonstrates the clear
advantage of our method in both accuracy and computational efficiency.
We begin by describing the basic settings. We range the network size n
in an exponentially spaced set n P t10, 20, 40, 80, 160u. Synthetic network
data are generated from three graphons marked by their code-names in our
figures: (1). "BlockModel": This is an ordinary stochastic block model with
K “ 2 equal-sized communities and the following edge probabilities B “
p0.6, 0.2; 0.2, 0.2q; (2). "SmoothGraphon": Graphon 4 in [111], i.e. fpu, vq :“
pu2 ` v2q{3 ¨ cosp1{pu2 ` v2qq ` 0.15. This graphon is smooth and full-rank
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[111]; (3). "NonSmoothGraphon"[33]: We set up a high-fluctuation area in a
smooth f to emulate the sampling behavior of a non-smooth graphon, as
follows
fpu, vq :“ 0.5 cos  0.1{ppu´ 1{2q2 ` pv ´ 1{2q2q´1 ` 0.01(maxtu, vu2{3`0.4.
Considering the computation cost, we test the three simplest motifs: edge,
triangle and V-shape19. The main computation bottleneck lies in the evalu-
ation of F pTn . Network bootstraps also becomes costly as n increases.
The benchmarks are: 1. Np0, 1q (its computation time is deemed zero
and not compared to others); 2. sub-sampling by [13] with n˚ “ n{2; 3. re-
sampling A by [51]; 4. latent space bootstrap called “ASE plug-in” defined
in Theorem 2 of [76]. Notice that we equipped [76] with an adaptive network
rank estimation20 by USVT [30].
For each (graphon, motif, n) tuple, we first evaluate the true sampling
distribution of pTn by a Monte-Carlo approximation that samples nMC :“
106 networks from the graphon. Next we start 30 repeated experiments:
in each iteration, we sample A from the graphon and approximate F pTn by
all methods, in which we draw nboot “ 2000 bootstrap samples for each
bootstrap method – notice that this is 10 times that in [76]. We compare
(5.1) Errorp pF pTnpuqq :“ sup
uPr´2,2s;10uPZ
ˇˇˇ pF pTnpuq ´ F pTnpuqˇˇˇ .
Remark 5.1. We need many Monte-Carlo repetitions, because the uni-
form accuracy of the empirical CDF of an i.i.d. sample is only Oppn´1{2MC q
[43, 71], and for the noiseless and noisy U-statistic setting, the bound might
be worse than the i.i.d. setting due to dependency21. Therefore, we set nMC "
maxpn2q “ 1602 to prevent the errors of the compared methods being domi-
nated by the error of the Monte-Carlo procedure; while keep our simulations
reproducible with moderate computation cost. We did find smaller nMC such
as 105 to cloud the performance of our method.
5.2. Results. We first present the illustrative simulation for just one spe-
cific setting. Figure 1 shows the distribution approximation curves under a
block model graphon that yields a lattice g1pX1q. Lines correspond to the
19A “V-shape” is the motif obtained by disconnecting one edge in a triangle. In the
language of [16], it is a 2-star.
20Consequently, our enhanced version of this benchmark can decently denoise some
smooth but high-rank graphons, in view of the remarks in [111] and the results of [109].
21This is not to be confused with the Edgeworth approximation error bound. In this
Monte Carlo procedure, both the true and approximate F pTn are oracle.
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Fig 1. CDF curves of the studentization forms and approximations. Network size n “ 80.
The graphon is the “BlockModel” we described earlier in this section, and the motif is
triangular. Each bootstrap method draws 500 random samples. TrueA is F pTn ; TrueAJack
is F pTn;jackknife ; TrueW is FTn ; Edgeworth is our empirical Edgeworth expansion; Re-sample
is node re-sampling A in [51]; Sub-sample is node sub-sampling A in [13]; Levin-Levina
is the “ASE plug-in” bootstrap in [76].
population CDF of pTn, its jackknife version and noiseless version, all evalu-
ated by Monte-Carlo procedures; our proposed empirical Edgeworth expan-
sion; and benchmarks. We make two main observations. First, TrueA and
TrueAJack are almost indistinguishable, echoing our Theorem 3.3; mean-
while, they are both smooth and rather different from the step-function
TrueW. This clearly demonstrates the self-smoothing feature of pTn in the
lattice case. If we change the graphon to a smooth one, these curves would
all be smooth and close to each other. Second, we observe the higher accu-
racy of our empirical Edgeworth expansion compared to competing meth-
ods. In fact, repeating this experiment multiple times, our method shows
significantly stabler approximations than bootstraps.
Next, we conduct a systematic comparison of the performances of all
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methods across many settings. We mainly varied three factors: graphon
type, motif type and network size, over the previously described ranges.
Our experiment results under different network sparsity levels would have
to sink to Supplemental Material due to page limit, and here we keep ρn “ 1.
Results are shown in Figure 2 (error) and Figure 3 (time cost), where error
bars show standard deviations.
Fig 2. Motifs: row 1: Edge; row 2: Triangle; row 3: Vshape. CDF approximation errors.
Both axes are log(e)-scaled. Red solid curve marked circle: our method (empirical Edge-
worth); black dashed curve marked down-triangle: Np0, 1q approximation; green dashed
curve marked up-triangle: re-sampling of A in [51]; blue dashed curve marked plus: [13]
sub-sampling — n nodes; magenta dashed line with square markers: ASE plug-in bootstrap
in [76].
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Fig 3. Motifs: row 1: Edge; row 2: Triangle; row 3: Vshape. Time costs (in seconds)
of all methods. Both axes are log(e)-scaled. Red solid curve marked circle: our method
(empirical Edgeworth); green dashed curve marked up-triangle: re-sampling of A in [51];
blue dashed curve marked plus: [13] sub-sampling — n nodes; magenta dashed line with
square markers: ASE plug-in bootstrap in [76]. We regarded Np0, 1q as zero time cost so
does not appear in the time cost plot.
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In all experiments, our empirical Edgeworth expansion approach exhibited
clear advantages over benchmark methods in all aspects: the absolute values
of errors, the diminishing rates of errors, and computational efficiency. Our
method shows a higher-order accuracy by slopes steeper than´1{2 and much
steeper than other methods. On computation efficiency, our method is the
second cheapest after the simple Np0, 1q approximation (that does not need
computation) and much faster than network bootstraps. It typically costs
about e´5 « 1{150 the time of sub-sampling and about e´7 « 1{1000 the
time of re-sampling. Our method only needs one run and does not require
repeated sampling.
Notice that there is no simple rule to judge the difficulty of different sce-
narios, which jointly depends on the graphon and the motif through implicit
and complex relationship. In our experience, triangle may be more difficult
than V-shape under some graphons, but easier under some others, and this
comparison may vary from method to method. Answering this question re-
quires calculation of the population Edgeworth expansion up to opn´1q re-
mainder, and the leading term in the remainder of the one-term Edgeworth
expansion would then quantify the real difficulty. But the calculation is very
complicated and outside the scope of this paper.
We did not observe the higher-order accuracy of bootstrap methods as
our results predicted. One likely reason is the numerical accuracy limited by
the nboot that our computing servers can afford. We did see an observable
improvement in the performances of network bootstraps as we increased
nboot from 200 suggested by [76] to the current 2000. But further increasing
nboot will also increase their time costs and potentially memory usage. We
ran each experiment on 36 parallel Intel(R) Xeon(R) X5650 CPU cores at
2.67GHz with 12M cache and 2GB RAM. It took roughly 3„8 hours to run
each experiment that produces one individual plot in Figures 2 and 3.
6. Discussion. The Edgeworth expansion we derived for BernoulliA|W
distributions can be readily extended to general weighted networks with con-
ditionally independent Aij |Wij distributions that may either depend on Wij
or not. A distinct feature of our setting is that the edge-wise observational
errors are a contributing component of pTn that smooths the distribution. In
contrast to matrix estimation problems, where such noise is to be suppressed
[28, 108], a moderate amount of tailedness can strengthen the smoothing ef-
fect in A|W and might improve finite sample performances. Notice that
similar to [13, 51, 76, 79], in our main theorems, we omitted finite-moment
assumptions on hp¨q since it is naturally bounded in network settings.
A retrospection on our simulation setting provides an interesting insight.
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In fact, the population Edgeworth expansion provides a much more efficient
Monte Carlo procedure for simulating the true distribution F pTn . Indeed,
estimating ξ1, Erg31pX1qs and Erg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs with nMC — n
Monte Carlo samples yields a CDF approximation rate of O pMpρn, n;Rqq “
opn´1{2q when ρn satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.1. This is much more
efficient than the empirical CDF which requires nMC ľ n2 to achieve the
same accuracy order. For sparser networks, one can use the higher-order
population Edgeworth expansions, derivable by following the same principles
of our analysis, but the formulation would be much more complicated. The
formulation of higher order Edgeworth terms is outside the range of this
paper and we leave it to future work.
In the application of our results, we focused on node sampling network
bootstraps. It is an interesting future work to investigate the higher-order
accuracy properties of other schemes, such as sub-graph sampling [13] and
(artificially) weighted bootstrap [76]. Also comprehensive numerical com-
parisons of different schemes under various settings would certainly be in-
teresting for practitioners.
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7. Definition of σw in Lemma 3.1-(b). The formal definition of σw
we present here would complete the statement of this lemma. To start, we
express hpAi1,...,irq :“ 1rAi1,...,ir–Rs more explicitly as a sum of indicator
product-terms, in which, each term checks if A “ Rpipi1q,...,pipirq, where pi
ranges over all permutations that induce distinct Rpi’s. To formalize this,
let SympRq denote the symmetric group of t1, . . . , ru, and let AutpRq de-
note the subgroup of SympRq induced by the automorphism group of R.
Recall from modern algebra that AutpRq C SympRq. Define L to be the
size of the quotient group L :“ |SympRq{AutpRq| “ r!{|AutpRq|, and de-
note the members of SympRq{AutpRq as tpip`qu`“1,...,L :“ SympRq{AutpRq,
where each pip`q is an arbitrary element of the coset AutpRq ¨ pip`q, satisfying
that for any `1 ‰ `2, AutpRq ¨ pip`1q ‰ AutpRq ¨ pip`2q. For simplicity, for all
1 ď k1 ă k2 ď r, define
J pk1,k2qpxq “
#
x if Rk1k2 “ 1
1´ x if Rk1k2 “ 0
Then hpAi1,...,irq can be formally represented as
hpAi1,...,irq “
Lÿ
`“1
1rAi1,...,ir“Rpip`qs “
Lÿ
`“1
ź
1ďk1ăk2ďr
Jppip`qpk1q,pip`qpk2qq
´
Aik1 ,ik2
¯
Define
E
p`q
ti1,...,iru,j1,j2 :“ Jppi
p`qpj1q,pip`qpj2qq ´Wij1 ,ij2¯
S
p`q
j1,j2
:“ Sign
!
Jppip`qpj1q,pip`qpj2qq
´
Wij1 ,ij2
¯)
where
SignpJq :“
#
`1 if Jpxq “ x
´1 if Jpxq “ 1´ x
26
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and define
pΘij :“ 2rpr ´ 1q
σn ¨
`
n´2
r´2
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăirďnti,juĎti1,...,iru
Lÿ
`“1
$’’&’’%
ź
1ďj1ăj2ďrpij1 ,ij2 q‰pi,jq
E
p`q
ti1,...,iru,j1,j2
,//.//-¨Sp`q j11,j12:pij11 ,ij12 q“pi,jq
Define σw as follows
(7.1) σ2w :“ ρn ¨ n`n
2
˘2 ÿ
1ďiăjďn
pΘ2ij ¨Wijp1´Wijq
This completes the statement of Lemma 3.1-(b).
8. Proofs.
8.1. Proof of Lemma 3.1.
8.1.1. Proof of Lemma 3.1-(a). By the decomposition in [80], we have
σ2n “ r
2ξ21
n
`Oppρ2sn ¨ n´2q
Therefore, σn — n´1{2 ¨ ξ1 — ρsn ¨n´1{2. Combining this fact with the Hoeffd-
ing’s decomposition of Un ´ µ in (3.2), we have
Un ´ µ
σn
“
r
n
řn
i“1 g1pXiq ` rpr´1qnpn´1q
ř
1ďiăjďn g2pXi, Xjq `Oppρsn ¨ n´3{2q
rξ1?
n
`Oppρsn ¨ n´3{2q
“ Un˚ `∆n `Oppn´1q
where we recall the definitions of Un˚ and ∆n from (3.5) and the Oppρsn¨n´3{2q
remainder control on the denominator is due to
σn “ rξ1?
n
b
1`Oppn´1q “ rξ1?
n
`Oppρsn ¨ n´3{2q.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1-(a).
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8.1.2. Proof of Lemma 3.1-(b). We haveˆ
n
r
˙
¨ pUn “ ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăirďn
hpAi1,...,irq
“
ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăirďn
#
Lÿ
`“1
ź
1ďj1ăj2ďr
´
E
p`q
ti1,...,iru,j1,j2 `S
p`q
j1,j2
¨ ηij1 ,ij2
¯+
“:
ÿ
1ďk1ăk2ďn
rΘk1,k2 ¨ ηk1,k2 ` ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăirďn
Lÿ
`“1
ź
1ďj1ăj2ďr
E
p`q
ti1,...,iru,j1,j2 ` rR,
(8.1)
where we denote
ηi,j “ Aij ´Wij ,
rΘk1,k2 :“ ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăirďntk1,k2uĎti1,...,iru
Lÿ
`“1
¨˚
˚˝ ź
1ďj1ăj2ďrpij1 ,ij2 q‰pk1,k2q
E
p`q
ti1,...,iru,j1,j2
‹˛‹‚Sp`q j11,j12:pij11 ,ij12 q“pk1,k2q
and rR is the remainder that contains all other unmentioned terms.
For clarify, we first verify that the coefficient in front of ηk1,k2 is indeedrΘk1,k2 . For each ti1, . . . , iru : 1 ď i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ir ď n and each `, the termź
1ďj1ăj2ďr
´
E
p`q
ti1,...,iru,j1,j2 `S
p`q
j1,j2
¨ ηj1,j2
¯
contributes to the coefficient of ηk1,k2 if and only if tk1, k2u Ď ti1, . . . , iru.
Now if pj11, j12q is the index pair from t1, . . . , ru such that pij11 , ij12q “ pk1, k2q,
then itself contributes a multiplicative factor of S
p`q
j11,j12
and every other pair
pj1, j2q ‰ pk1, k2q among t1, . . . , ru contributes a multiplicative factor of
E
p`q
ti1,...,iru,j1,j2 , both into the term:¨˚
˚˝ ź
1ďj1ăj2ďrpij1 ,ij2 q‰pk1,k2q
E
p`q
ti1,...,iru,j1,j2
‹˛‹‚Sp`q j11,j12:pij11 ,ij12 q“pk1,k2q
as an additive term in the expression of rΘk1,k2 .
Then we notice that the second term on the RHS of (8.1) is
`
n
r
˘
Un. Now
it only remains to formulate and bound the remainder term rR. In rR, the
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coefficient in front of the term
η´
k
p1q
1 ,k
p1q
2
¯ ¨ ¨ ¨ η´
k
pvq
1 ,k
pvq
2
¯
where
´
k
p1q
1 , k
p1q
2
¯
, . . . ,
´
k
pvq
1 , k
pvq
2
¯
are mutually different pairs from the set!´rk1,rk2¯ : rk1 ă rk2, trk1,rk2u Ď t1, . . . , ru), can be expressed as follows
rΘ´
k
p1q
1 ,k
p1q
2
¯
,...,
´
k
pvq
1 ,k
pvq
2
¯
:“
Lÿ
`“1
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ ź
1ďj1ăj2ďr
pij1 ,ij2 qR
!´
k
p1q
1 ,k
p1q
2
¯
,...,
´
k
pvq
1 ,k
pvq
2
¯)
E
p`q
ti1,...,iru,j1,j2
‹˛‹‹‹‚
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
ź
pj11,j12q:
pij11 ,ij12 qP
!´
k
p1q
1 ,k
p1q
2
¯
,...,
´
k
pvq
1 ,k
pvq
2
¯)
S
p`q
j11,j12
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚
(8.2)
We now upper bound rΘ´
k
p1q
1 ,k
p1q
2
¯
,...,
´
k
pvq
1 ,k
pvq
2
¯ for all v ě 2, and this will lead
to an upper bound on rR. Define p
p :“
ˇˇˇ
tkp1q1 , kp1q2 u Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y tkpvq1 , kpvq2 u
ˇˇˇ
to be the number of distinct indexes among
´
k
p1q
1 , k
p1q
2
¯
, . . . ,
´
k
pvq
1 , k
pvq
2
¯
.
Clearly, for v ě 2, we have
3 ď p ď r, and p
2
ď v ď ppp´ 1q
2
We notice the fact that the order of each individual term rΘ´
k
p1q
1 ,k
p1q
2
¯
,...,
´
k
pvq
1 ,k
pvq
2
¯
is determined by the number of edges within node pairs!´
irk1 , irk2
¯
: rk1 ă rk2, trk1,rk2u Ď t1, . . . , ru)H!´kp1q1 , kp1q2 ¯ , . . . ,´kpvq1 , kpvq2 ¯)
since it determines the power of ρn. Clearly,
!´
irk1 , irk2
¯
: rk1 ă rk2, trk1,rk2u Ď t1, . . . , ru)
covers the entire motif R and thus contains exactly s edges, where we recall
that s is the number of edges in R. This yields
Edge
´!´
irk1 , irk2
¯
: rk1 ă rk2, trk1,rk2u Ď t1, . . . , ru)H!´kp1q1 , kp1q2 ¯ , . . . ,´kpvq1 , kpvq2 ¯)¯
“s´ Edge
´!´
k
p1q
1 , k
p1q
2
¯
, . . . ,
´
k
pvq
1 , k
pvq
2
¯)¯
“: s´ v0
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where we define
v0 :“ Edge
´!´
k
p1q
1 , k
p1q
2
¯
, . . . ,
´
k
pvq
1 , k
pvq
2
¯)¯
Following this reasoning, we have ź
1ďj1ăj2ďr
E
p`q
ti1,...,iru,j1,j2 — ρsnź
pj1,j2qP
!´
k
p1q
1 ,k
p1q
2
¯
,...,
´
k
pvq
1 ,k
pvq
2
¯)Ep`qti1,...,iru,j1,j2 ľ ρv0n
Therefore, ˇˇˇˇ rΘ´
k
p1q
1 ,k
p1q
2
¯
,...,
´
k
pvq
1 ,k
pvq
2
¯ ˇˇˇˇ ĺ ρs´v0n ¨ ˆn´ pr ´ p
˙
— ρs´v0n nr´p(8.3)
Denotep∆pv,pq :“ ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăirďn
ÿ
K:“
!´
k
p1q
1 ,k
p1q
2
¯
,...,
´
k
pvq
1 ,k
pvq
2
¯)
Ďtpij1 ,ij2 q:1ďj1ăj2ďru
ppKq“p
rΘK ź
pk1,k2qPK
ηk1,k2
to be the collection of the terms in the remainder rR such that it includes
the product over v different η-terms with subscripts varying within a size-v
index set K, while K is formed by exactly p different individual indexes from
t1, . . . , nu. Then v and p are also universally bounded because r is fixed. To
bound the Op order of rR, it suffices to bound ρ´sn n´r ¨!Var´p∆pv,pq|W¯)´1{2
for each individual pv, pq, because the number of such terms is a fixed num-
ber. We have
Var
´p∆pv,pq|W¯ “ ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăipďn
rΘ2K ¨Var
¨˝ ź
pk1,k2qPK
ηk1,k2‚˛
ĺ np ¨ ρ2s´2v0n ¨ n2r´2p ¨ ρvn “ ρ2s´2v0`vn ¨ n2r´p ď ρ2s´v0n ¨ n2r´p(8.4)
where we used (8.3) and the fact that v0 ď v. Since v0 ď s and p ě 3, this
yields the following upper bound.!
Var
´p∆pv,pq|W¯)1{2`
n
r
˘ ¨ σn — ρ´sn ¨ n1{2´r ¨
!
Var
´p∆pv,pq|W¯)1{2
—
´
ρ´sn ¨ n1{2´r
¯
¨
´
ρs´v0{2n ¨ nr´p{2
¯
“ ρ´v0{2n ¨ n´pp´1q{2(8.5)
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Next we discuss different upper bounds of the RHS of (8.5) based on different
motif R shapes.
• Case 1: if R is acyclic, we have v0 ď p´ 1. Combining this with the
fact that p ě 3 and Assumption (ii) of Lemma 3.1 that ρn “ ωpn´1{2q,
we have
ρ´v0{2n ¨ n´pp´1q{2 ď pρn ¨ nq´pp´1q{2 ď pρn ¨ nq´1 “ opn´1{2q(8.6)
• Case 2: if R is cyclic, we have v0 ď ppp´1q{2. Combining this with the
fact that 3 ď p ď r and Assumption (ii) of Lemma 3.1 that ρn “ n´1{r,
we have
ρ´v0{2n ¨ n´pp´1q{2 ď pρ´ppp´1q{2n ¨ n´pp´1qq1{2
“
´
ρ´p{2n ¨ n´1
¯pp´1q{2 ď ρ´r{2n ¨ n´1 “ opn´1{2q(8.7)
Repeating this argument for every pv, pq pair, we have shown that
(8.8)
rR`
n
r
˘ ¨ σn “ Op pMpρn, n;Rqq “ oppn´1{2q
and thus the remainder term is ignorable as long as Assumption (ii) holds.
Now, we focus on the linear part in the expansion of ppUn ´ Unq{σn and
show the uniform rate of its normal approximation. Ignoring the remainder
term, we write
q∆n :“ Linear part of ˜ pUn ´ Un
σn
¸
:“ 1`n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
pΘij ¨ ηij
We are going to apply the Berry-Esseen bound for independent but differently-
distributed random variables [32] conditioning on W . In this bound, the
crucial matters are the asymptotic orders of the second and third central
moments of individual pΘijηij term. We first show that with respect to the
randomness in W , we have pΘij — ρ´1n ¨ n1{2. Then when we apply the gen-
eralized Berry-Esseen bound with respect to the randomness of A given W ,
we can think of pΘij as its asymptotic order ρ´1{2n . To this end, now we
analyze pΘij more in greater details by inspecting the summands in its ex-
pression and lower bounding them. Notice that for each ti1, . . . , iru, the `
that S
p`q
j11,j12
“ ´1 comes from p1´ Aij11 ij12 q ´ p1´Wij11 ,ij12 q. Thus all s edges
in the motif R would corresponds to terms in the “
ś
j1,j2
E” part, thus its
order should be ź
1ďj1ăj2ďrpij1 ,ij2 q‰pi,jq
E
p`q
ti1,...,iru,j1,j2 — ρsn
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On the other hand, an ` such that S
p`q
j11,j12
“ `1 corresponds to Aij11 ij12 ´
Wij11 ,ij12
, therefore s´ 1 edges would appear in the “śj1,j2 E” part, and soź
1ďj1ăj2ďrpij1 ,ij2 q‰pi,jq
E
p`q
ti1,...,iru,j1,j2 — ρs´1n
Comparing the two cases, we understand that in the expression of pΘij , the
summands such that S
p`q
j11,j12
“ ´1 is diminishing compared to those with
positive S multipliers. We can therefore focus on bounding rΘij ignoring S
without having to worry that the positive and negative summands cancel
out because all the dominating terms share the same sign. Define
pS j11,j12:pij11 ,ij12 q“pi,jq :“ max
$&%0,S j11,j12:pij11 ,ij12 q“pi,jq
,.-
and qΘij defined to be pΘij by replacing S by pS. By the above discussion, we
have
σn ¨
ˇˇˇ pΘij ´ qΘij ˇˇˇ “ Opρsnq
Now we show that
σn ¨ qΘij — ρs´1n
Clearly, pΘij is a U-statistic with indexes t1, . . . , nuzti, ju and individual
terms
Lÿ
`“1
$’’&’’%
ź
1ďj1ăj2ďrpij1 ,ij2 q‰pi,jq
E
p`q
ti1,...,iru,j1,j2
,//.//- ¨Sp`q j11,j12:pij11 ,ij12 q“pi,jq
each of which is symmetric in ti1, . . . , iruzti, ju. To see this symmetry, with-
out loss of generality, let us consider the pi, jq “ p1, 2q case. We have
(8.9)
σn ¨ qΘij
2rpr ´ 1q “
1`
n´2
r´2
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ăi2ă¨¨¨ăirďn
i1“1,i2“2
Lÿ
`“1
$’’&’’%
ź
1ďj1ăj2ďrpj1,j2q‰p1,2q
E
p`q
ti1,...,iru,j1,j2
,//.//- ¨ pSp`q1,2
Let SympR; 1, 2q denote the subgroup of SympRq that keeps 1 Ñ 1, 2 Ñ 2
and define
AutpR; 1, 2q :“ AutpRq X SympR; 1, 2q
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Then AutpR; 1, 2qCSympR; 1, 2q by the Second Isomorphism Theorem. Con-
sequently, the set formed by all pip`q maps such that$’’&’’%
ź
1ďj1ăj2ďrpj1,j2q‰p1,2q
E
p`q
ti1,...,iru,j1,j2
,//.//- ¨ pSp`q1,2
are distinct terms is essentially the quotient group SympR; 1, 2qLAutpR; 1, 2q.
This set is clearly symmetric in indexes i3, . . . , ir, so would be the “
ř
i3,...,ir
tśEu¨pS” term it induces. Applying Hoeffding’s decomposition to each qΘij viewed
as a U-statistic with index set t1, . . . , nuzti, ju, we have
(8.10)
σn ¨ qΘij
2rpr ´ 1q “
E
”
σn ¨ qΘijı
2rpr ´ 1q `
r ´ 2
n´ 2
ÿ
1ďkďn
k‰i,j
qg1;i,jpXkq `Oppρs´1n ¨ n´1q
where
qg1;i,jpXkq :“ E
»——– ź
1ďj1ăj2ďrpij1 ,ij2 q‰pi,jq
E
p`q
ti1,...,iru,j1,j2
ˇˇˇ
Xk
fiffiffifl´ E
”
σn ¨ qΘijı
2rpr ´ 1q
where the indexes i1, . . . , ir satisfy
ti, j, ku Ď ti1, . . . , iru Ď t1, . . . , nu
Since the linear part of a Hoeffding’s decomposition are averaging over — n
i.i.d. terms, by Bernstein’s inequality combined with a union bound, we have
P
¨˝
max
1ďiăjďn
σn ¨
ˇˇˇ qΘij ´ E ”qΘijıˇˇˇ
2rpr ´ 1q ě ρ
s´1
n ¨ t‚˛ď C1ˆn2
˙
¨ e´C2nt2
which yields
(8.11) max
1ďiăjďn
σn ¨
ˇˇˇ qΘij ´ E ”qΘijıˇˇˇ
2rpr ´ 1q “ Op
´
ρs´1n ¨ n´1{2 ¨ log n
¯
Since
ρ´ps´1qn ¨ E
”
σn ¨ qΘijı — C ą 0
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for a universal constant C, when discussing the concentration of q∆n, it
suffices to prove the Berry-Esseen bound when C{2 ă ρ´ps´1qn σn ¨ pΘij ă 3C{2
holds for all 1 ď i ă j ď n simultaneously because this is violated with
ignorable probability. We write
(8.12)
pρn ¨ nq1{2 ¨ q∆n
σw
“
ÿ
1ďiăjďn
pρn ¨ nq1{2 ¨ pΘij
σw ¨
`
n
2
˘ ¨ ηij
where we notice that each individual coefficient in front of ηij is at the order
of ρ
´1{2
n ¨ n´1. Using Theorem 2.1 of [32], we have››››››››Fpρn ¨ nq1{2 ¨ q∆nσw
puq ´ FNp0,1qpuq
››››››››8
ď C
$&%0` ÿ
1ďiăjďn
˜
pρn ¨ nq1{2 ¨ pΘij
σw ¨
`
n
2
˘ ¸3 E ”|ηij |3ı
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇW
,.-
ĺ n2 ¨ ρ´3{2n ¨ n´3 ¨ ρn — ρ´1{2n ¨ n´1(8.13)
where we used
E
”
|ηij |3 |W
ı
“Wijp1´Wijq3 ` p1´WijqW 3ij ď 2Wij — ρn
Combining (8.13) and (8.8) with Lemma 8.2 finishes the proof of Lemma
3.1-(b).
8.1.3. Proof of Lemma 3.1-(c). Define the following shorthand that will
be used in not only this proof but also others
pai :“ 1`n´1
r´1
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăir´1ďn
i1,...,ir´1‰i
hpAi,i1,...,ir´1q(8.14)
ai :“ 1`n´1
r´1
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăir´1ďn
i1,...,ir´1‰i
hpWi,i1,...,ir´1q(8.15)
“ 1`n´1
r´1
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăir´1ďn
i1,...,ir´1‰i
hpXi, Xi1 , . . . , Xir´1q
A simple but useful property is as follows:
(8.16)
1
n
nÿ
i“1
pai “ pUn and 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ai “ Un
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To see (8.16), notice that
nÿ
i“1
pai ¨ ˆn´ 1
r ´ 1
˙
“ r
ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăirďn
hpAi1,...,irq “ r ¨
ˆ
n
r
˙pUn
because each hpAi1,...,irq is counted r times by pai1 , . . . ,pair , respectively, on
the LHS. The relationship between ai and Un is verified exactly similarly.
Next, we start to decompose pδn. By definition, we have
pδn “ S2n ´ pσ2n
σ2n
“
nS2n
r2
´ npσ2n
r2
nσ2n
r2
in which,
nS2n
r2
“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
´pai ´ pUn¯2 “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
!
ppai ´ Unq ` ´Un ´ pUn¯)2
“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ppai ´ Unq2 ` 2
n
nÿ
i“1
ppai ´ Unq´Un ´ pUn¯` ´Un ´ pUn¯2
“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ppai ´ Unq2 ´ ´Un ´ pUn¯2(8.17)
By the earlier proof steps, we know that
(8.18)
´
Un ´ pUn¯2 “ Oppρ2s´1n n´2q (Ignorable)
so we focus on decomposing the first term on the RHS of (8.17). We have
1
n
nÿ
i“1
ppai ´ Unq2 “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
tppai ´ aiq ` pai ´ Unqu2
“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ppai ´ aiq2 ` 2
n
nÿ
i“1
ppai ´ aiq pai ´ Unq ` 1
n
nÿ
i“1
pai ´ Unq2(8.19)
Now we inspect the terms on the RHS of (8.19). We first prove that term
1 is Oppρ2s´1n ¨ n´1q. By Markov inequality, it suffices to prove that
E
«
1
n
nÿ
i“1
ppai ´ aiq2ff “ Oppρ2s´1n ¨ n´1q
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Since pai unbiasedly estimates ai conditioning on W , we have
E
”
ppai ´ aiq2 |Wı “ Var ppai ´ ai|W q “ Var
$’’&’’%
1`
n´1
r´1
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´1ďn
i1,...,ir´1‰i
h
`
Ai,i1,...,ir´1
˘ ˇˇˇˇˇW
,//.//-
— 1
n2r´2
r´1ÿ
k“0
ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´1ďn
1ďi11ă¨¨¨ăi1r´1ďn
i1,...,ir´1,i11,...,i1r´1‰i|ti1,...,ir´1uXti11,...,i1r´1u|“k
Cov
´
hpAi,i1,...,ir´1q, hpAi,i11,...,i1r´1q
ˇˇˇ
W
¯
“: 1
n2r´2
r´1ÿ
k“0
rCpiqk(8.20)
Clearly, rCpiq0 “ 0 by the conditional independence of edges given W . Addi-
tionally, for all k “ 1, . . . , r ´ 1, defining
sk`1 “ Edge
`
Ati,i1,¨¨¨ ,ir´1uXti,i11,¨¨¨ ,i1r´1u
˘
we have ˇˇˇ rCpiqk ˇˇˇ ĺ ρ2s´sk`1n ˆn´ 1k
˙
¨
ˆ
n´ 1´ k
2pr ´ 1´ kq
˙
— ρ2s´sk`1n n2r´2´k(8.21)
where we hereby explain the majorization on the power of ρn briefly: for
any two sub-networks Ai,i1,...,ir´1 and Ai,i11,...,i1r´1 that share k ` 1 nodes
in common, the dominating term Cov
´
hpAi,i1,...,ir´1q, hpAi,i11,...,i1r´1q
ˇˇˇ
W
¯
is
bounded by ρ
2s´sk`1
n . To bound this, we discuss for acyclic and cyclic R
shapes. If R is acyclic, then sk ď mintk, su and s ď r´1; if R is cyclic, then
sk ď min
!`
k
2
˘
, s
)
and s ď `r2˘. This yields that ρs´sk`1n ¨n´k ď Cρs´1n ¨n´1 for
all k ě 1, where C is a universal constant, thus the term rCpiq1 is dominating
other rCpiqk ’s. This proves the bound on term 1 on the RHS of (8.19).
Now we handle the most complicated term 2 on the RHS of (8.19). To
bound this term, we calculate its conditional variance given W . We have
Var
#
1
n
nÿ
i“1
ppai ´ aiqpai ´ Unq|W+(8.22)
“ 1
n2
#
nÿ
i“1
pai ´ Unq2Varppai ´ ai|W q ` 2 ÿ
1ďiăjďn
pai ´ Unqpaj ´ UnqCovppai ´ ai,paj ´ aj |W q+
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For the square terms, by our proof above for bounding term 1 of (8.19), we
have
(8.23)
nÿ
i“1
pai ´ Unq2Varppai ´ ai|W q ĺ ρ2sn nÿ
i“1
Varppai ´ ai|W q“ Oppρ4s´1n q
For the cross terms, we have
pai ´ Unqpaj ´ UnqCovppai ´ ai,paj ´ aj |W q ĺ ρ2sn Covppai ´ ai,paj ´ aj |W q(8.24)
where we have
Covppai ´ ai,paj ´ aj |W q
“ 1`
n´1
r´1
˘2 Cov
# ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´1ďn
i1,...,ir´1‰i
hpAi,i1,...,ir´1q,
ÿ
1ďj1ă¨¨¨ăjr´1ďn
j1,...,jr´1‰j
hpAj,j1,...,jr´1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇW
+
“ 1`
n´1
r´1
˘2 rÿ
k“0
ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´1ďn
1ďj1ă¨¨¨ăjr´1ďn
i1,...,ir´1‰i
j1,...,jr´1‰j
|ti,i1,...,ir´1uXtj,j1,...,jr´1u|“k
Cov
#
hpAi,i1,...,ir´1q, hpAj,j1,...,jr´1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇW
+
“: 1`
n´1
r´1
˘2 rÿ
k“0
rCpi,jqk
Now we bound the RHS. Clearly rCpi,jq0 “ rCpi,jq1 “ 0. Then the k ě 2 terms
are bounded by discussing the following cases:
• Case 1: i P tj1, . . . , jr´1u and j P ti1, . . . , ir´1u. Thenˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
r´2ÿ
k1“0
ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´2ďn
1ďj1ă¨¨¨ăjr´2ďn
|ti1,...,ir´2uXtj1,...,jr´2u|“k1
ti1,...,ir´2uYtj1,...,jr´2uXti,ju“H
Cov
#
hpAi,j,i1,...,ir´2q, hpAi,j,j1,...,jr´2q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇW
+
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
r´2ÿ
k1“0
ˆ
n´ 2
k1
˙ˆ
n´ 2´ k1
2r ´ 4´ 2k1
˙
ρ2s´k1n “ Op
`
ρ2sn n
2r´4˘(8.25)
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• Case 2: i P tj1, . . . , jr´1u and j R ti1, . . . , ir´1u or i R tj1, . . . , jr´1u
and j P ti1, . . . , ir´1u. Since these two cases are exactly similar, we
only discuss the former. We haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
r´2ÿ
k1“0
ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´1ďn
1ďj1ă¨¨¨ăjr´2ďn
|ti1,...,ir´1uXtj1,...,jr´2u|“k1
ti1,...,ir´1uYtj1,...,jr´2uXti,ju“H
Cov
#
hpAi,i1,...,ir´1q, hpAi,j,j1,...,jr´2q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇW
+
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
r´2ÿ
k1“1
ˆ
n´ 2
k1
˙ˆ
n´ k1
2r ´ 3´ 2k1
˙
ρ2s´k1n “ Op
`
ρ2s´1n n2r´4
˘(8.26)
where notice that the summand corresponding to k “ 0 is zero, since
in that case, we observe that Ai,i1,...,ir´1 is conditionally independent
of Ai,j,j1,...,jr´2 given W . Notice that k
1 ě 1 in this case because k ě 2.
• Case 3: ti, ju X pti1, . . . , ir´1u Y tj1, . . . , jr´1uq “ H, thenˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
r´1ÿ
k1“0
ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´1ďn
1ďj1ă¨¨¨ăjr´1ďn
|ti1,...,ir´1uXtj1,...,jr´1u|“k1
ti1,...,ir´1uYtj1,...,jr´1uXti,ju“H
Cov
#
hpAi,i1,...,ir´1q, hpAi,j1,...,jr´1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇW
+
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
r´2ÿ
k1“2
ˆ
n´ 2
k1
˙ˆ
n´ k1
2r ´ 2´ 2k1
˙
ρ2s´k1n “ Op
`
ρ2s´2n n2r´4
˘(8.27)
Similarly, here k1 ě 2 in order to satisfy that k ě 2.
Collecting these three cases, we can bound rCk for k “ 2, . . . , r and there-
fore, overall we have
(8.28) pai ´ Unqpaj ´ UnqCovppai ´ ai,paj ´ aj |W q “ Oppρ4s´2n ¨ n´2q
Recalling that nσ2n{r2 — ρ2sn completes the proof of Lemma 3.1-(c).
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8.1.4. Proof of Lemma 3.1-(d). By definition, we have
npσ2n
r2
“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
$’’&’’%
1`
n´1
r´1
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´1ďn
i1,...,ir´1‰i
hpWi,i1,...,ir´1q ´ Un
,//.//-
2
“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
pai ´ Unq2 “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
 pai ´ µq2 ` 2pai ´ µqpµ´ Unq ` pµ´ Unq2(
“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
pai ´ µq2 ´ pUn ´ µq2
Recalling Hoeffding’s decomposition for Un, we have
pUn ´ µq2 “
#
r
n
nÿ
i“1
g1pXiq `Oppρsnn´1q
+2
“ Oppρ2sn ¨ n´1q
We focus on the first term. For notation convenience, define
rai :“ E “hpXi, Xi1 , . . . , Xir´1q|Xi‰ “ g1pXiq ` µ
where i1, . . . , ir´1 ‰ i are distinct indexes. We have
1
n
nÿ
i“1
pai ´ µq2 “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
tpai ´ raiq ` prai ´ µqu
“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
pai ´ raiq2 ` 2
n
nÿ
i“1
pai ´ raiqprai ´ µq ` 1
n
nÿ
i“1
prai ´ µq2(8.29)
We discuss each term on the RHS of (8.29). For term 1, we have
E
“pai ´ raiq2‰ “ Varpai|Xiq
“Var
$’’&’’%
1`
n´1
r´1
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´1ďn
i1,...,ir´1‰i
hpXi, Xi1 , . . . , Xir´1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇXi
,//.//-
“ 1`
n´1
r´1
˘2 r´1ÿ
k“1
ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´1ďn
1ďi11ă¨¨¨ăi1r´1ďn
i1,...,ir´1,i11,...,i1r´1‰i|ti1,...,ir´1uXti11,...,i1r´1u|“k
Cov
#
hpXi, Xi1 , . . . , Xir´1q, hpXi, Xi11 , . . . , Xi1r´1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇXi
+
ĺn´p2r´2q ¨
r´1ÿ
k“1
ρ2sn
ˆ
n´ 1
k
˙ˆ
n´ k ´ 1
2r ´ 2´ 2k
˙
ĺ ρ2sn ¨ n´1
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We discuss the simpler term 3 before term 2. We have
(8.30)
1
n
nÿ
i“1
prai ´ µq2 “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
g21pXiq
Last, for term 2, we have
pai ´ raiqprai ´ µq “
$’’&’’%
1`
n´1
r´1
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´1ďn
i1,...,ir´1‰i
hpXi, Xi1 , . . . , Xir´1q ´ g1pXiq ´ µ
,//.//- ¨ g1pXiq
“ 1`n´1
r´1
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´1ďn
i1,...,ir´1‰i
 
hpXi, Xi1 , . . . , Xir´1q ´ E
“
hpXi, Xi1 , . . . , Xir´1q|Xi
‰( ¨ g1pXiq
Applying Hoeffding’s decomposition to the indexes t1, . . . , nuztiu on the
RHS, we have 
hpXi, Xi1 , . . . , Xir´1q ´ E
“
hpXi, Xi1 , . . . , Xir´1q|Xi
‰(
“ r ´ 1
n´ 1
ÿ
1ďjďn
j‰i
 
E
“
hpXi, Xj , Xi1 , . . . , Xir´2q|Xi, Xj
‰´ E “hpXi, Xi1 , . . . , Xir´1q|Xi‰(`Oppρsn ¨ n´1q
“ r ´ 1
n´ 1
ÿ
1ďjďn
j‰i
tpg2pXi, Xjq ` g1pXiq ` g1pXjq ` µq ´ pg1pXiq ` µqu `Oppρsn ¨ n´1q
“ r ´ 1
n´ 1
ÿ
1ďjďn
j‰i
tg2pXi, Xjq ` g1pXjqu `Oppρsn ¨ n´1q
Therefore, we have
2
n
nÿ
i“1
pai ´ raiqprai ´ µq “ 2pr ´ 1q
npn´ 1q
ÿ
1ďiďn
1ďjďn
i‰j
tg2pXi, Xjq ` g1pXjqu g1pXiq `Oppρ2sn ¨ n´1q
“ 2pr ´ 1q
npn´ 1q
ÿ
1ďiďn
1ďjďn
i‰j
g1pXiqg2pXi, Xjq ` 2pr ´ 1q
npn´ 1q
»–# nÿ
i“1
g1pXiq
+2
´
nÿ
i“1
g21pXiq
fifl`Oppρ2sn ¨ n´1q
Here, the second term on the RHS is Oppρ2sn ¨n´1q because n´1
řn
i“1 g1pXiq “
Oppρsn ¨n´1{2q and n´1
řn
i“1 g21pXiq “ Oppρ2sn q, and is thus ignorable. We no-
tice that the first term, however, is not Oppρ2sn ¨ n´1q because the summand
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g1pXiqg2pXi, Xjq for different pi, jq pairs are not necessarily uncorrelated.
For example, for distinct indexes i, j, k, the covariance between summands
Cov pg1pXiqg2pXi, Xjq, g1pXkqg2pXk, Xjqq “ E rg1pXiqg2pXi, Xjqg2pXj , Xkqg1pXkqs
may be nonzero. The proof of Lemma 3.1-(d) is completed.
8.2. Proof of Theorem 3.1. We mainly prove for the case ρn “ O
`plog nq´1˘
without non-lattice condition. We will explain how this proof can be revised
for the other case with Carmer’s condition but without a ρn upper bound.
Lemma 8.1 (Esseen’s smoothing lemma ([45], Section XVI.3)). For any
distribution function F and a general function G that has universally bounded
derivative and satisfy Gp´8q “ 0, Gp8q “ 1, we have
(8.31)
}F puq ´Gpuq}8 ď C1
ż γ
´γ
ˇˇˇˇ
Ch.f.pF ; tq ´ Ch.f.pG; tq
t
ˇˇˇˇ
dt` C2 supu |G
1puq|
γ
for universal constants C1, C2 ą 0, where Ch.f.pG; tq is defined to be the
characteristic function of G as follows
Ch.f.pG; tq :“
ż 8
´8
eitxdGpxq
Recall the definition of rTn from (3.7). We are going to show that
›››F pTnpuq ´ F rTn`p∆npuq›››8 “ Opρ´1{2n ¨ n´1q(8.32) ›››F rTn`p∆npuq ´ F rTn`r∆npuq›››8 “ Opρ´1{2n ¨ n´1q(8.33) ›››F rTn`r∆npuq ´Gnpuq›››8 “ Opn´1q(8.34)
To proceed, we need the following original smoothing lemma.
Lemma 8.2. Suppose we have random variables X,Y, Z satisfying
X “ Y ` Z
such that the CDF of Y is smooth, and there exists a universal constant
0 ă M ă 8 such that FY pu ` aq ´ FY puq ď M ¨ a ` Opζnq for any u P R
and a ą 0. Also assume that Z “ Oppζnq. We have
}FXpuq ´ FY puq}8 “ Opζnq
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Remark. We emphasize that Lemma 8.2 does not require any indepen-
dence between X, Y and Z.
Proof of Lemma 8.2. By definition, we have
|FXpuq ´ FY puq| “ |PpX ď uq ´ PpY ď uq|
“ |E rPpY ď u´ Zq|Zs ´ PpY ď uq|
ďE r|PpY ď u´ Zq ´ PpY ď uq| |Zs
ďE rM ¨ Z|Zs `Opζnq “ Opζnq(8.35)
This proves Lemma 8.2.
Our proof would proceed as follows. We use Lemma 3.1-(b) to prove
(8.33); then with the assistance of Lemma 8.2, we use (8.34) and (8.33) to
prove (8.32); finally, we state the proof of (8.34) without needing (8.32),
(8.33) or Lemma 8.2.
• Proof of “Lemma 3.1-(b) ñ (8.33)”. Noticing that rTn does not depend
on the random variations of A|W given W , but it is determined if W
is given, we have
F rTn`p∆npuq “ P
´rTn ` p∆n ď u¯
“E
”
P
´rTn ` p∆n ď u|W¯ı
“E
”
P
´p∆n ď u´ rTn|W¯ı
Lemma 3.1-(b) “E
”
P
´r∆n ď u´ rTn|W¯`Oppρ´1{2n ¨ n´1qı
“E
”
P
´rT ` r∆n ď u|W¯ı`Opρ´1{2n ¨ n´1q
“F rTn`r∆npuq `Opρ´1{2n ¨ n´1q
• Proof of “(8.33), (8.34) and Lemma 8.2 ñ (8.32)”. In Lemma 8.2, set
Y “ rTn ` r∆n and Z “ p∆n ´ r∆n, we notice that in fact Z satisfies the
condition of Lemma 8.2 with ζn “ ρ´1{2n ¨ n´1. To see this, we notice
that (8.34) implies that for any u P R and a ą 0, we have
F rTn`r∆npu` aq ´ F rTn`r∆npuq
ď
ˇˇˇ
F rTn`r∆npu` aq ´Gnpu` aq
ˇˇˇ
`Gnpu` aq ´Gnpuq `
ˇˇˇ
F rTn`r∆npuq ´Gnpuq
ˇˇˇ
ďC ¨ a`Opn´1q
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since Gnpxq is clearly Lipschitz for large enough n. Then perform the
exactly similar triangular inequality bounding as above, with Y “rTn ` p∆n and Z “ pTn ´ Y , now with Z “ Oppn´1q “ oppζnq. Using
Lemma 8.2 again, we prove (8.32).
Next, we focus on proving (8.34). In this proof, we shall set γ “ n in
Esseen’s smoothing lemma and break the integration range into three parts:
|t| P p0, nq, pn, n1{2q and pn1{2, nq
Lemma 8.3. We have the following bounds:
(a). For any fixed  ą 0, we haveż n
n
ˇˇˇˇ
Ch.f.1pGn; tq
t
ˇˇˇˇ
dt “ Oppn´1q
(b). For a small enough constant cρ ą 0, if ρn ď cρplog nq´1, we haveż n
C1n1{2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇE
”
eitp rTn`r∆nqı
t
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇdt “ Oppn´1q
for an arbitrary constant C1 ą 0.
(c). For a small enough constant C1 ą 0 and arbitrary fixed  ą 0, we haveż C1n1{2
n
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇE
”
eitp rTn`r∆nqı
t
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ dt “ Oppn´1q.
(d). For fixed  ą 0 chosen such that  “ min  1{6, `1´ p2rq´1˘ {4(, then
we haveż n
0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇE
”
eitp rTn`r∆nqı´ Ch.f.pGn; tq
t
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ dt “ Opppρn ¨ nq´1q.
Proof of Lemma 8.3. First of all, we notice that between two parts rTn
and r∆n, the former is completely determined by W , and the latter follows
Np0, pρn ¨ nq´1 ¨ σ2wq, where σ2w — 1 is a U-statistic of X1, . . . , Xn. We have
E
”
eit
rTn ¨ eitr∆nı “ E ”E ”eit rTn ¨ eitr∆n ˇˇWıı “ E ”eit rTn ¨ E ”eitr∆n ˇˇWıı
“ E
”
eit
rTn ¨ e´pρn¨nq´1σ2wt2ı
Then we prove each of the bounds in the lemma.
1Ch.f.: characteristic function. For the Edgeworth expansion function Gn that is not
necessarily a valid CDF, its Ch.f. is defined to be its Fourier transform.
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(a). Notice that for each of k “ ´1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . ., we always have tke´t2{2 ď
Cke
´t2{3 when t ą 1 for universal constants Ck ą 0 that only depend
on k. Therefore, for k “ ´1, 0, 1, 2, 3 . . .ż n
n
|Ch.f.pGn; tq{t|dt ď pC´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Cdg´1q
ż 8
n
e´t2{3dt “ Oppn´1q
where dg :“ degree of Ch.f.pGn; tq is a fixed finite number.
(b). For |t| ľ n1{2, we haveˇˇˇ
E
”
eit
rTn ¨ e´pρn¨nq´1σ2wt2ıˇˇˇ ď E ”ˇˇˇeit rTn ˇˇˇ ¨ ˇˇˇe´pρn¨nq´1σ2wt2 ˇˇˇı
“ E
”
e´pρn¨nq´1σ2wt2
ı
ď E
”
e´pρn¨nq´1Erσ2ws{2¨t2
ı
` P `σ2w ă Erσ2ws{2˘
ď e´C1¨ρ´1n ` e´C2n “ Cn´C1¨c´1ρ(8.36)
since ρ´1n “ c´1ρ log n, and notice that P
`
σ2w ă Erσ2ws{2
˘
diminishes
exponentially fast because σ2w is a U-statistic (as will be proved in the
proof of part (c) below) dominated by its linear part and concentration
inequalities such as Bernstein’s. Then choosing cρ “ p2C1q´1 finishes
the proof of Lemma 8.3-(b) sinceż n
C1n1{2
t´1 dt “ Oplog nq
(c). For this part of the proof, we show that σ2w can be written as the sum of
U-statistics thus Hoeffding’s decomposition to U-statistics conveniently
applies to it2. Then we combine this argument with the argument used
in [17]. Recall that pΘij — ρ´1n ¨ n1{2, and it is a U-statistic with the
index set t1, . . . , nuzti, ju, thus the Hoeffding’s decomposition implies:
(8.37) pΘij ¨ ρn ¨ n´1{2 “ θij ` C
n´ 2
ÿ
1ďkďn
k‰i,j
qg1pXk;Xi, Xjq `Oppn´1q
where θij :“ ErpΘij |Xi, Xjs ¨ ρn ¨ n´1{2. Then we have
2Notice that in this part of the proof, we cannot simply bound the σw term away
because it is dependent on any individual term in the expansion of rTn.
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σ2w “ ρn ¨ n ¨Var
˜
1`
n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
pΘijηij ˇˇˇW¸ “ ρn ¨ n`n
2
˘2 ÿ
1ďiăjďn
pΘ2ijWijp1´Wijq
“ρn ¨ n`
n
2
˘2 ¨ ρ´2n ¨ n ¨ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
$’’&’’%θij `
C
n´ 2
ÿ
1ďkďn
k‰i,j
qg1pXk;Xi, Xjq `Oppn´1q
,//.//-
2
¨Wijp1´Wijq
“ρ
´1
n n
2`
n
2
˘2 ÿ
1ďiăjďn
$’’&’’%θ2ij `
2Cθij
n´ 2
ÿ
1ďkďn
k‰i,j
qg1pXk;Xi, Xjq `Oppn´1q
,//.//-Wijp1´Wijq
“ρ
´1
n ¨ n2
ř
1ďiăjďn θ2ijWijp1´Wijq`
n
2
˘2
` ρ
´1
n ¨ n2 ¨ 2C
pn´ 2q ¨ `n2˘2
ÿ
1ďiăjďn
1ďkďn
k‰i,j
qg1pXk;Xi, XjqWijp1´Wijq `Oppρn ¨ nq´1q
(8.38)
Clearly, the first term is a U-statistic of degree 2, where the individual
term is at the order
ρ´1n ¨ n2 ¨ θ2ij ¨Wijp1´Wijq`
n
2
˘ — ρ´1n ¨ n2 ¨ 1 ¨ ρn
n2
— 1
Now we focus on the second term and re-express it as a U-statistic. We
have ÿ
1ďiăjďn
1ďkďn
k‰i,j
θijqg1pXk;Xi, XjqWijp1´Wijq “ 1
2
ÿ
1ďti,j,kuďn
i‰j,j‰k,k‰i
θijqg1pXk;Xi, XjqWijp1´Wijq
“1
2
ÿ
1ďti,j,kuďn
i‰j,j‰k,k‰i
«
1
3
!
θijqg1pXk;Xi, XjqWijp1´Wijq
` θkiqg1pXj ;Xk, XiqWkip1´Wkiq ` θjkqg1pXi;Xj , XkqWjkp1´Wjkq)
ff
“:
ÿ
1ďiăjăkďn
qHpXi, Xj , Xkq(8.39)
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where we denote
qHpXi, Xj , Xkq :“ θijqg1pXk;Xi, XjqWijp1´Wijq
` θkiqg1pXj ;Xk, XiqWkip1´Wkiq ` θjkqg1pXi;Xj , XkqWjkp1´Wjkq
Clearly, qHpXi, Xj , Xkq is symmetric in Xi, Xj , Xk, and the individual
term
ρ´1n ¨ n2 ¨ 2C ¨
`
n
3
˘
pn´ 2q ¨ `n2˘2 ¨ qHpXi, Xj , Xkq —
ρ´1n ¨ n2 ¨ n3
n5
¨ ρn — 1
So the second term on the RHS of (8.38) is a U-statistic of degree
3. Therefore, σ2w can be re-expressed as Hoeffding’s decomposition for
U-statistics as follows
(8.40) σ2w “ Erσ2ws ` 1n
nÿ
i“1
gσ;1pXiq `Oppn´1q
Now, we are ready to upper bound the characteristic function for n ĺ
|t| ĺ n1{2ˇˇˇ
E
”
eit
rTn ¨ e´pρn¨nq´1σ2wt2ıˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ
E
”
eit
rTn ¨ e´pρn¨nq´1t2¨tErσ2ws` 1n řni“1 gσ;1pXiq`Oppn´1quıˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
E
”
eit
rTn ¨ e´pρn¨nq´1t2¨tErσ2ws` 1n řni“1 gσ;1pXiqu ¨ `1`Op `ρ´1n ¨ n´2 ¨ t2˘˘ıˇˇˇ(8.41)
where in the last line, we used the fact that |ez ´ 1| “ Op|z|q for all
z P C, since ż n1{2
n
ρ´1n ¨ n´2 ¨ t2
t
dt — pρn ¨ nq´1(8.42)
we know that this Oppρ´1n ¨ n´2 ¨ t2q term can be ignored in (8.41).
Continuing (8.41), we have
RHS of (8.41) ď e´pρn¨nq´1t2 ¨
ˇˇˇ
E
”
eit
rTn ¨ e´ρ´1n ¨n´2¨řni“1 gσ;1pXiq¨t2ıˇˇˇ
We are going to show that rTn can be expressed as a U-statistic of degree
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2 plus an Oppn´1q remainder term, which can be ignored. Indeed,
rTn “Un˚ `∆n ´ 12 ¨ Un˚ ¨ δn
“ 1?
nξ1
nÿ
i“1
g1pXiq ` r ´ 1?
npn´ 1qξ1
ÿ
1ďiăjďn
g2pXi, Xjq
` 1
n3{2ξ1
nÿ
i“1
g1pXiq
nÿ
j“1
g21pXjq ´ ξ21
ξ21
`Oppn´1q.
Since n´3{2
řn
i“1 g1pXiq
`
g1pXiq2 ´ ξ21
˘{ξ31 “ Oppn´1q, we can write
rTn “ 1?
nξ1
nÿ
i“1
g1pXiq ` r ´ 1?
npn´ 1qξ1
ÿ
1ďiăjďn
g2pXi, Xjq
` 1
n3{2ξ1
nÿ
1ďiăjďn
g1pXiq
`
g21pXjq ´ ξ21
˘` g1pXjq`g21pXiq ´ ξ21˘
ξ21
`Oppn´1q
“: 1?
nξ1
nÿ
i“1
g1pXiq ` r ´ 1?
npn´ 1q
ÿ
1ďiăjďn
rg2pXi, Xjq `Oppn´1q
which therefore is expressed as a U-statistic of degree 2 plus an Oppn´1q
term, where Errg2pXi, Xjqs “ 0 and Errg22pXi, Xjqs “ Op1q. To prove the
claimed bound, we can choose a positive integer m (depending on t)
and writeÿ
1ďiăjďn
rg2pXi, Xjq “ mÿ
i“1
nÿ
j“i`1
rg2pXi, Xjq ` n´1ÿ
i“m`1
nÿ
j“i`1
rg2pXi, Xjq
Then the arguments of [17, eq. (2.17)-(2.20)] can be applied here. Notice
that this part of the proof of [17] does not require non-lattice assump-
tion, but all it requires on the behavior of |Ereitg1pXiq{p?n¨ξ1qs| is its
closeness to 1 for t{?n « 0. Indeed, for nρn " 1 and t ď c1n1{2 with
small c1 ą 0,ˇˇ
Eeitg1pXiq{p
?
n¨ξ1q´ρ´1n n´2t2gσ,1pXiq ˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇ
E
ˆ
1` 1
2
´
itg1pXiq?
nξ1
´ t
2gσ,1pXiq
ρnn2
¯2˙ˇˇˇˇ`O´Eˇˇˇitg1pXiq?
nξ1
´ t
2gσ,1pXiq
ρnn2
ˇˇˇ3¯
ď 1´ t
2
3n
ď exp
"
´ t
2
3n
*
.
The proof of Lemma 8.3-(c) is therefore completed.
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(d). Finally, in this part, we calculate the expansion of E
”
eit
rTnı and de-
rive the Edgeworth expansion for |t| ď n for a small enough fixed .
The main portion of the proof for this part, i.e., our calculations in
(8.48), (8.49), (8.52) and (8.53) that we are going to present, follow the
roadmap in classical literature on Edgeworth expansion for noiseless
U-statistics, laid out by [17, 58, 73, 80]. Our rTn is different from their
studentization/standardization forms by using a different rescaler, so
this part is not a direct corollary of their results. Despite the resulting
differences is non-essential, we nonetheless present the full calculation
steps for completeness and for the convenience of the readers.
To start, we have
E
”
eit
rTn ¨ e´pρn¨nq´1σ2wt2ı “ E „eit rTn ¨ "1´ σ2wt2
ρn ¨ n `Op
ˆ
σ4wt
4
ρ2n ¨ n2
˙*(8.43)
We first bound the remainder, we have
şn
0 pσ4wt4qpρ2nn2q ¨ t´1dt — n4 ¨
pρn ¨nq´2. Since Assumption (ii) implies that ρn “ Ωpn´1{rq in any case,
so setting  ď t1´ 1{p2rqu{4 yields n4 ¨ pρn ¨ nq´2 “ Oppn´1q. We have
eit
rTn “ eitpUn˚`∆n´ 12Un˚ ¨δnq
“eitUn˚
#
1`
ˆ
∆n ´ 1
2
Un˚ ¨ δn
˙
it´ 1
2
¨
ˆ
∆n ´ 1
2
Un˚ ¨ δn
˙2
t2
+
`Op
˜ˇˇˇˇ
∆n ´ 1
2
Un˚ ¨ δn
ˇˇˇˇ3
t3
¸
(8.44)
To bound the remainder term, notice that
ˇˇ
1´ σ2wt2{pρn ¨ nq
ˇˇ
for |t| ď n
is bounded by 1, and setting  ď 1{6 would yieldż n
0
ˇˇˇˇ
∆n ´ 1
2
Un˚ ¨ δn
ˇˇˇˇ3
t3 ¨ 1
t
dt “ Op
´
n´3{2 ¨ n3
¯
“ Oppn´1q(8.45)
and this remainder term can also be ignored. Now we deal with the
main part of the terms. Set ϕnptq :“ E
„
e
it¨ g1pX1q?
n¨ξ1

. Then by Section VI,
Lemma 4 of [88], we have
ϕnnptq “ e´t2{2
ˆ
1´ n´1{2 ¨ iErg
3
1pX1qst3
6ξ31
˙
`Op
´
n´1P0ptqe´t2{4
¯(8.46)
ϕn´kn ptq “ ϕnnptq `Op
´
n´1Pkptqe´t2{4
¯
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for any fixed k “ 0, 1, 2, 3, where P0ptq, . . . , Pkptq are fixed polynomials
of t and each of them can be divided by t. Here, we first focus on
Ereit rTns, and then handle Ereit rTn ¨ σ2wt2{pρn ¨ nqs. For Ereit rTns, we have
E
”
eit
rTnı “ E«eitUn˚#1` itˆ∆n ´ 1
2
Un˚ ¨ δn
˙
´ t
2
2
ˆ
∆n ´ 1
2
Un˚ ¨ δn
˙2 +ff(8.47)
Now we inspect each term on the RHS of (8.47). For EreitUn˚ s we use
(8.46). For the next term, recall that Erg2pX1, X2qs “ 0 and Ergk1 pX1qg2pX1, X2qs “
0 for all k P N. We have
E
”
eitUn˚ ¨ it∆n
ı
“ E
«
eitUn˚ ¨ it ¨ r ´ 1?
npn´ 1q
ÿ
1ďiăjďn
g2pXi, Xjq
ξ1
ff
“ itpr ´ 1q?
npn´ 1q ¨
ˆ
n
2
˙
¨ ϕn´2n ptq ¨ E
„
e
it
g1pX1q`g1pX2q?
nξ1 ¨ g2pX1, X2q
ξ1

“itpr ´ 1q
?
n
2
¨ ϕn´2n ptq ¨ E
«
g2pX1, X2q
ξ1
` itpg1pX1q ` g1pX2qqg2pX1, X2q?
n ¨ ξ21
´ t
2
 
g21pX1q ` 2g1pX1qg1pX2q ` g21pX2q
( ¨ g2pX1, X2q
2nξ31
`
ff
`Op
´
n´1 ¨ e´t2{4 ¨ Polyptq
¯
“itpr ´ 1q
?
n
2
¨ ϕn´2n ptq ¨ E
«
g2pX1, X2q
ξ1
` 2itg1pX1qg2pX1, X2q?
n ¨ ξ21
´ t
2
 
g21pX1q ` g1pX1qg1pX2q
( ¨ g2pX1, X2q
nξ31
ff
`Op
´
n´1 ¨ e´t2{4 ¨ Polyptq
¯
“´it
3pr ´ 1q
2
?
n ¨ ξ31
¨ ϕn´2n ptq ¨ E rg1pX1qg1pX2q ¨ g2pX1, X2qs `Op
´
n´1 ¨ e´t2{4t ¨ Polyptq
¯
“e´t2{2 ¨ ´it
3pr ´ 1q
2
?
n ¨ ξ3 ¨ E rg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs `Op
´
n´1 ¨ e´t2{4t ¨ Polyptq
¯(8.48)
We use the approximation to δn given by Lemma 3.1-(d). When we
use it here, we may ignore the Oppn´1q remainder term, which is justi-
fied by Lemma 8.2 in the real domain, not the frequency domain that
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characteristic function works with. We thus have
E
„
eitUn˚ ¨ it
ˆ
´1
2
U˚ ¨ δn
˙
“ ´1
2
it ¨ E
«
e
it
řn
i“1 g1pXiq?
n¨ξ1 ¨
"řn
i“1 g1pXiq?
n ¨ ξ1
*
¨
¨
˜řn
j“1
 
g21pXjq ´ ξ21
(
nξ21
` 2pr ´ 1q
řn
i“1
ř
j‰i g1pXiqg2pXi, Xjq
npn´ 1qξ21
¸
`Oppn´1q
ff(8.49)
We consider the expression into two parts by the two terms inside the
parenthesis on the RHS of the equation, and inspect them respectively.
Ignoring the Oppn´1q remainder, for the first part, we have
´ 1
2
it ¨ E
«
e
it
řn
i“1 g1pXiq?
n¨ξ1 ¨
"řn
i“1 g1pXiq?
n ¨ ξ1
*
¨
˜řn
j“1
 
g21pXjq ´ ξ21
(
nξ21
¸ff
“´ 1
2
it ¨ E
»——–eitřni“1 g1pXiq?n¨ξ1 ¨
$’’&’’%
nÿ
i“1
g1pXiq
`
g21pXiq ´ ξ21
˘
n
?
n ¨ ξ31
`
ÿ
i,jPt1,...,nu
i‰j
g1pXiq
`
g21pXjq ´ ξ21
˘
n
?
n ¨ ξ31
,//.//-
fiffiffifl
(8.50)
Further breaking the RHS down and handle the two summations in the
fancy bracket separately, we have
´ 1
2
it ¨ E
«
e
it
řn
i“1 g1pXiq?
n¨ξ1 ¨
#
nÿ
i“1
g1pXiq
`
g21pXiq ´ ξ21
˘
n
?
n ¨ ξ31
+ff
“´ 1
2
it ¨ ϕn´1n ptq ¨ n ¨ E
«"
1` it ¨ g1pX1q?
n ¨ ξ1
*
¨
#
g1pX1q
`
g21pX1q ´ ξ21
˘
n
?
n ¨ ξ31
+ff
`Op
´
n´1 ¨ e´t2{4t2 ¨ Poly(t)
¯
“´ 1
2
¨ itϕ
n´1
n ptq?
n ¨ ξ31
¨ E “g31pX1q‰`Op ´n´1 ¨ e´t2{4t2 ¨ Poly(t)¯
(8.51)
and
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´ 1
2
it ¨ E
«
e
it
řn
i“1 g1pXiq?
n¨ξ1 ¨
# ÿ
i,jPt1,...,nu
i‰j
g1pXiq
`
g21pXjq ´ ξ21
˘
n
?
n ¨ ξ31
+ff
“´ 1
2
it ¨ ϕn´2n ptq ¨ npn´ 1q ¨ E
«"
1` it ¨ g1pX1q?
n ¨ ξ1 ´
t2g21pX1q
2nξ21
*
"
1` it ¨ g1pX2q?
n ¨ ξ1 ´
t2g21pX2q
2nξ21
*
¨
#
g1pX1q
`
g21pX2q ´ ξ21
˘
n
?
n ¨ ξ31
+ff
`Op
´
n´1 ¨ e´t2{4t2 ¨ Poly(t)
¯
“1
2
it3 ¨ ϕn´2n ptq ¨ npn´ 1q ¨ E
«
g21pX1qg1pX2q
 
g21pX2q ´ ξ21
(
n2
?
n ¨ ξ51
ff
`Op
´
n´1 ¨ e´t2{4t2 ¨ Poly(t)
¯
“1
2
it3ϕn´2n ptq?
n ¨ ξ31
¨ E “g31pX1q‰`Op ´n´1 ¨ e´t2{4t2 ¨ Poly(t)¯
(8.52)
Now we calculate Part 2 of the RHS of (8.49). We have
´ 1
2
it ¨ E
«
e
it
řn
i“1 g1pXiq?
n¨ξ1 ¨
"řn
i“1 g1pXiq?
n ¨ ξ1
*
¨
˜
2pr ´ 1qřni“1 řj‰i g1pXiqg2pXi, Xjq
npn´ 1qξ21
¸ff
“´ pr ´ 1qit
ξ21
¨ E
„
e
it
řn
i“1 g1pXiq?
n¨ξ1 ¨
"
g1pX1q ` g1pX2q?
n ¨ ξ1 ¨ g1pX1qg2pX1, X2q
*
´ pr ´ 1qit
ξ21
pn´ 2q ¨ E
„
e
it
řn
i“1 g1pXiq?
n¨ξ1 ¨
"
g1pX3q?
n ¨ ξ1 ¨ g1pX1qg2pX1, X2q
*
“´ pr ´ 1qit?
n ¨ ξ31
¨ ϕn´2n ptq ¨ E rg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs `Op
´
n´1 ¨ e´t2{4t2 ¨ Poly(t)
¯
´ pr ´ 1qit?
n ¨ ξ31
pn´ 2q ¨ ϕn´3n ptq ¨ E
«
e
it
g1pX1q?
n¨ξ1 ¨
"
1` itg1pX2q?
n ¨ ξ1 ´
t2g21pX2q
2nξ21
*
¨
"
1` itg1pX3q?
n ¨ ξ1 ´
t2g21pX3q
2nξ21
*
¨ g1pX1qg2pX1, X2qg1pX3q
ff
“´ pr ´ 1qit?
n ¨ ξ31
¨ ϕn´2n ptq ¨ E rg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs `Op
´
n´1 ¨ e´t2{4t2 ¨ Poly(t)
¯
´ pr ´ 1qit?
n ¨ ξ31
pn´ 2q ¨ ϕn´3n ptq ¨ E
„´t2
nξ21
¨ g1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qg21pX3q

“pr ´ 1qipt
3 ´ tq?
n ¨ ξ31
¨ e´t2{2 ¨ E rg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs `Op
´
n´1 ¨ e´t2{4t2 ¨ Poly(t)
¯(8.53)
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Collecting terms (8.48), (8.52) and (8.53), we have
E
”
eitpUn˚`r∆n`∆n´ 12Un˚ δnqı
“e´t2{2 ¨
#
1´
˜
E
“
g31pX1q
‰
2
` pr ´ 1qE rg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs
¸
¨ it?
n ¨ ξ31
`
˜
E
“
g31pX1q
‰
3
` pr ´ 1q
2
E rg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs
¸
¨ it
3
?
n ¨ ξ31
+
`Op
´
n´1 ¨ e´t2{4|t| ¨ Polyptq
¯(8.54)
The remainder term is clearly ignorable if plugged into the Esseen’s
smoothing lemma. It only remains to deal with the σ2wt
2{pρn ¨ nq term
in (8.43). By (8.40), we have
E
„
eit
rTn ¨ σ2wt2
ρn ¨ n

“
«
eit
rTn
˜
Erσ2ws ` 1n
nÿ
i“1
gσ;1pXiq `Oppn´1q
¸ff
¨ t
2
ρn ¨ n
“E
”
eit
rTnı ¨ Erσ2wst2
ρn ¨ n ` E
”
eit
rTn ¨ gσ;1pX1qı ¨ t2
ρn ¨ n `Op
ˆ
t2
ρn ¨ n2
˙
Now we discuss the three terms on the RHS. Term 1:ż n
0
ˇˇˇˇ
E
”
eit
rTnı ¨ Erσ2wst2
ρn ¨ n ¨
1
t
ˇˇˇˇ
dt “
ż n
0
Op
´
e´t2{4 ¨ Polyptq
¯
¨ pρn ¨ nq´1
“ Op
´
pρn ¨ nq´1
¯
Term 2: by mimicking the derivations in our (8.51), we see thatˇˇˇ
E
”
eit
rTn ¨ gσ;1pX1qıˇˇˇ “ Op ´e´t2{4 ¨ Polyptq¯
Therefore, it can be bounded in exactly the same way as term 1.
For term 3, we haveż n
0
t2
ρn ¨ n ¨
1
t
dt “ pρn ¨ nq´1 ¨ n2´1 ď pρn ¨ nq´1
where recall that  ă 1{2. This finishes the proof of Lemma 8.3-(d).
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Now we return to the proof of Theorem 3.1. Plugging the results of Lemma
8.3 back into Lemma 8.1 completes the proof of Theorem 3.1 with the as-
sumption ρn “ Opplog nq´1q.
If Cramer’s condition holds instead of the upper bound on ρn, then the
derivation steps in (2.21)–(2.22) in [17] can be reproduced, where their tN
can be understood as nr0 for any fixed r0 P p0, 1q. It would suffice for our
purpose to use any r0 P p1{2, 1q. Notice that their “r” has different meaning
than ours. This extends the integrative bound that our Lemma 8.3-(c) holds
from pn, C1 ¨ n1{2q to pn, nr0q, and only need to prove Lemma 8.3-(b) on
the integrative bound pnr0 , nq instead of pC1 ¨ n1{2, nq. Then our proof of
Lemma 8.3-(b) can be revised intoˇˇˇ
E
”
eit
rTn ¨ e´pρn¨nq´1σ2wt2ıˇˇˇ ď E ”ˇˇˇeit rTn ˇˇˇ ¨ ˇˇˇe´pρn¨nq´1σ2wt2 ˇˇˇı
“E
”
e´n´1σ2wt2
ı
ď E
”
e´n2r0´1¨Erσ2ws{2
ı
` P `σ2w ă Erσ2ws{2˘
ďe´C1¨n2r0´1 ` e´C2n ă n´2(8.55)
where in the second line we replaced ρn by 1 to majorize.
8.3. Proof of Theorem 3.2. The presence of edge-wise observational er-
rors introduces extra technical complications to the proof of Theorem 3.2
beyond the analysis for empirical Edgeworth expansions for noiseless U-
statistics such as [58, 80] and [90]. We shall carefully address this. By the
proofs of Lemma 3.1-(c) and (d), we have
pξ21 ´ ξ21
σ2n
— ppξ1 ` ξ1qppξ1 ´ ξ1q
ρ2sn
“ Oppn´1{2q
Then noticing that pξ1{ξ1 “ 1 ` opp1q and thus pξ1 — ξ1 — ρsn, we havepξ1 ´ ξ1 “ Oppρsn ¨ n´1{2q. Thereforepξ31 ´ ξ31 “ Oppρ3sn ¨ n´1{2q
Recall that }F pTnpxq ´Gnpxq}8 “ O pMpρn, n;Rqq, where
Gnpxq “ Φpxq ` ϕpxq?
n ¨ ξ31
¨
"´x2
3
`1
6
¯
Erg31pX1qs
` r ´ 1
2
px2 ` 1qErg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs
*
.
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As a result, in order to prove } pGnpxq´Gnpxq} “ Op pMpρn, n;Rqq, it suffices
to show that
max
!ˇˇpEg31pX1q ´ Eg31pX1qˇˇ
,
ˇˇpE rg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs ´ E rg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs ˇˇ)
“
#
Oppρ3s´1n ¨ n´1{2q if R is acyclic
Oppρ3s´r{2n ¨ n´1{2q if R is cyclic
where we used the fact that supxPRPolypxq ¨ϕpxq ă 8 for any given polyno-
mial function Polypxq. We will show that the empirical moments pE “g31pX1q‰
and pE rg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs converge to E “g31pX1q‰ and E rg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs,
respectively, at rates no slower than Oppρ3s´0.5n {
?
nq. The convergence ofpE “g31pX1q‰ to E “g31pX1q‰ can be established in ways exactly similar to (8.20)
and (8.21). Recall the definitions of pai and ai from (8.14) and (8.15),
pErg31pX1qs “ 1n
nÿ
i“1
ppai´pUnq3 and Erg31pX1qs “ E ”`ErhpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xrq|X1s ´ µ˘3ı .
Observe thatˇˇpErg31pX1qs ´ Erg31pX1qsˇˇ ďˇˇˇ nÿ
i“1
ppai ´ pUnq3 ´ nÿ
i“1
pai ´ µq3
ˇˇˇ
{n
`
ˇˇˇ nÿ
i“1
pai ´ µq3{n´ E
`
ErhpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xrq|X1s ´ µ
˘3 ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ nÿ
i“1
pai ´ µq3{n´ E
`
ErhpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xrq|X1s ´ µ
˘3 ˇˇˇ`Op´ρ3s´0.5n {?n¯
(8.56)
where the last inequality is due to the facts ai — µ — ρsn, |pai ´ ai| “
Oppρs´0.5n {
?
nq and |pUn ´ µ| “ Oppρ3sn {?nq due to the proof of Lemma 3.1
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(a), (b) and (c). Moreover, we haveˇˇˇ nÿ
i“1
pai ´ µq3{n´E
`
ErhpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xrq|X1s ´ µ
˘3 ˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ nÿ
i“1
a3i {n´ E
`
ErhpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xrq|Xis
˘3 ˇˇˇ
` ρsn ¨O
´ˇˇˇ nÿ
i“1
a2i {n´ E
`
ErhpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xrq|Xis
˘2 ˇˇˇ¯
` ρ2sn ¨O
´ˇˇˇ nÿ
i“1
ai{n´ E
`
ErhpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xrq|Xis
˘ˇˇˇ¯
(8.57)
Recall that
ai “ 1`n´1
r´1
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´1ďn
i1,¨¨¨ ,ir´1‰i
hpXi, Xi1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xir´1q
which, conditioned on Xi, is a U-statistic of order r ´ 1. By the standard
concentration inequality of U-statistic, we haveˇˇ
ai ´ ErhpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xrq|Xis
ˇˇ “ Op`ρsn{?n˘.
By decomposing ai “
`
ai ´ ErhpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xrq|Xis
˘ ` ErhpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xrq|Xis,
we have
ρ2sn ¨O
´ˇˇˇ nÿ
i“1
ai{n´ E
`
ErhpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xrq|Xis
˘ˇˇˇ¯ “ Oppρ3sn {?nq
where we used the facts
 
ErhpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xrq|Xis
(n
i“1 are i.i.d. random vari-
ables. By a similar strategy, we can prove that the bound Oppρ3sn {
?
nq also
holds for the other two terms in RHS of (8.57). Together with (8.56), we
conclude with ˇˇpEg31pX1q ´ Eg31pX1qˇˇ “ Op`ρ3s´0.5n {?n˘.
The proof of the convergence of pE rg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs, however,
needs separate care. Recall that
pg1pXiq :“ 1`n´1
r´1
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´1ďn
i1,...,ir´1‰i
hpAi,i1,...,ir´1q ´ pUn “ pai ´ pUn
pg2pXi, Xjq :“ 1`n´2
r´2
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´2ďn
i1,...,ir´2‰i,j
hpAi,j,i1,...,ir´2q ´ pUn ´ pg1pXiq ´ pg1pXjq
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Unlike that pg1pXiq converges to the corresponding g1pXiq, the randomness
in hpAi,j,i1,...,ir´2q introduced by the edge Aij is not suppressed by an av-
erage over ti1, . . . , ir´2u : i1, . . . , ir´2 ‰ i, j. Therefore, the convergence ofpE rg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs has to be discussed as a whole. We first show
that given W , pE rg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs converges to its “population-
sample” version replacing A by W in its definition, then show the con-
vergence of that version to the eventual expectation form. Observe that
1`
n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
pg1pXiqpg1pXjqpg2pXi, Xjq ´ Eg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2q
“ 1`n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
“pg1pXiqpg1pXjqpg2pXi, Xjq ´ g1pXiqg1pXjqg2pXi, Xjq‰
` 1`n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
g1pXiqg1pXjqg2pXi, Xjq ´ Erg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs.
It is easy to bound the second term. By the definition of g1pXiq, g2pXi, Xjq,
we notice that clearly
`
n
2
˘´1 ř
1ďiăjďn g1pXiqg1pXjqg2pXi, Xjq is a degree-
two U-statistic. By the standard concentration inequality of U-statistic,ˇˇˇ 1`
n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
g1pXiqg1pXjqg2pXi, Xjq´Erg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs
ˇˇˇ
“ Op
`
ρ3sn n
´1{2˘
where we used the fact g1pXiqg1pXjqg2pXi, Xjq “ Op
`
ρ3sn
˘
. Therefore, it
suffices to upper bound
(8.58)
K1 :“ 1`n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
“pg1pXiqpg1pXjqpg2pXi, Xjq ´ g1pXiqg1pXjqg2pXi, Xjq‰.
The convergence of pg1pXiq to g1pXiq is straightforward. Indeed,
pg1pXiq ´ g1pXiq “ pai ´ ErhpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xrq|Xis ` pµ´ pUnq.
Recall from Lemma 3.1(a), (b) and (c), |pUn ´ µ| “ Oppρsn{?nq. We then
prove the first term on RHS of above equation. Clearly,
|pai´ErhpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xrq|Xis| ď |pai´ai|`|ai´ErhpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xrq|Xis| “ Oppρ3s´0.5{?nn q
where the last inequality is due to the bounds of |pai´ai| and |ai´ErhpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xrq|Xis|
as shown above. Therefore, conditioned on Xi, we conclude with pg1pXiq ´
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g1pXiq “ Oppρs´0.5n {
?
nq. Now, we write K1 from (8.58) as
K1 “ 1`n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
pg1pXiqpg1pXjq“pg2pXi, Xjq ´ g2pXi, Xjq‰
` 1`n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
“pg1pXiqpg1pXjqg2pXi, Xjq ´ g1pXiqg1pXjqg2pXi, Xjq‰
“ 1`n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
pg1pXiqpg1pXjq“pg2pXi, Xjq ´ g2pXi, Xjq‰`Op`ρ3n´0.5n {?n˘.
It suffices to bound the first term on RHS. Define
paij :“ 1`n´2
r´2
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ăi2ă¨¨¨ăir´2ďn
i1,¨¨¨ ,ir´2‰i,j
hpAi,j,i1,i2,¨¨¨ ,ir´2q(8.59)
aij :“ 1`n´2
r´2
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ăi2ă¨¨¨ăir´2ďn
i1,¨¨¨ ,ir´2‰i,j
hpWi,j,i1,i2,¨¨¨ ,ir´2q.
Then we can re-express the pg2pXi, Xjq ´ g2pXi, Xjq factor as follows
pg2pXi, Xjq ´ g2pXi, Xjq “ ppaij ´ aijq ` `aij ´ ErhpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xrq|Xi, Xjs˘
´ ppUn ´ µq ´ `pg1pXiq ´ g1pXiq˘´ `pg1pXjq ´ g1pXjq˘.
Similarly to our earlier derivations, using the concentration inequality of
U-statistics, we have
`
aij ´ ErhpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xrq|Xi, Xjs
˘ “ Op`ρsn{?n˘. SincepUn ´ µ “ Oppρsn{?nq and pg1pXiq ´ pg1pXjq “ Oppρs´0.5n {?nq, we can write
1`
n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
pg1pXiqpg1pXjq“pg2pXi, Xjq ´ g2pXi, Xjq‰
“ 1`n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
pg1pXiqpg1pXjqppaij ´ aijq `Oppρ3s´0.5n {?nq.
Therefore, we have
1`
n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
pg1pXiqpg1pXjqpg2pXi, Xjq ´ Eg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2q
“ 1`n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
pg1pXiqpg1pXjqppaij ´ aijq `Oppρ3s´0.5n {?nq.
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Recall the definitions of pai and ai from (8.14) and (8.15). We write
1`
n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
pg1pXiqpg1pXjqppaij ´ aijq “ 1`n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
paipajppaij ´ aijq
´ 2
n
ÿ
1ďiďn
pUnpaippai ´ aiq ` pU2nppUn ´ Unq
“ 1`n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
paipajppaij ´ aijq `Op`ρ3s´0.5n {?n˘
where the last equation is due to ai — Un — ρsn, |pai ´ ai| “ Oppρs´0.5n {?nq,
|pUn ´ Un| “ Oppρs´0.5n {nq due to Lemma 3.1 (b).
Therefore,
1`
n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
pg1pXiqpg1pXjqpg2pXi, Xjq ´ Erg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs
“ 1`n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
paipajppaij ´ aijq `Op`ρ3s´0.5n {?n˘.(8.60)
It remains to bound the first term on RHS. We rewrite it as
1`
n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
paipajppaij ´ aijq “ 1
npn´ 1q
ÿ
1ďi‰jďn
paipajppaij ´ aijq
“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
pai ¨ ´ 1
n´ 1
ÿ
j‰i
pajppaij ´ aijq¯.(8.61)
We then establish the upper bound for
ř
j‰i pajppaij ´ aijq{pn ´ 1q for each
fixed i. We begin with showing that
(8.62) ppaj ´ ajqppaij ´ aijq “ Op`ρ2s´1n n´1˘.
Indeed, conditioned on W ,
Erppai ´ aiqppaij ´ aijq|W s “ E
»– 1
n´ 1
ÿ
j1‰i
ppaij1 ´ aij1qppaij ´ aijq|W
fifl
“ 1
n´ 1Varppaij |W q ` 1n´ 1 ÿ
j1‰i,j
E
“ppaij1 ´ aij1qppaij ´ aijq|W ‰
(8.63)
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where the two terms on RHS are bounded by
1
n´ 1Varppaij |W q “ 1n´ 1Var
$’’&’’%
1`
n´2
r´2
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´2ďn
i1,...,ir´2‰i,j
hpAi,j,i1,...,ir´2q
ˇˇˇ
W
,//.//-
— 1
n2r´3
ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´2ďn
1ďi11ă¨¨¨ăi1r´2ďn
ti1,...,ir´1uXti11,...,i1r´2u“H
#
E
”
hpAi,j,i1,...,ir´2qhpAi,j,i11,...,i1r´2q|W
ı
´ hpWi,j,i1,...,ir´2qhpWi,j,i11,...,i1r´2q
+
— 1
n2r´3 ¨ ρ
2s´1
n
ˆ
n´ 2
2r ´ 4
˙
— ρ2s´1n ¨ n´1
(8.64)
and
E
“ppaij1 ´ aij1qppaij ´ aijq|W ‰
“E
»———–
$’’’&’’’%
1`
n´2
r´2
˘ ÿ
1ďi11ă¨¨¨ăi1r´2ďn
i11,...,i1r´2‰i,j1
hpAi,j1,i1,...,ir´2q ´ hpWi,j1,i1,...,ir´2q
,///.///-$’’&’’%
1`
n´2
r´2
˘ ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´2ďn
i1,...,ir´2‰i,j
hpAi,j,i1,...,ir´2q ´ hpWi,j,i1,...,ir´2q
,//.//-
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇW
fiffiffifl
— 1
n2r´4
r´1ÿ
`“0
ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăir´2ďn
i1,...,ir´1‰i,j
1ďi11ă¨¨¨ăi1r´2ďn
i11,...,i1r´2‰i,j1|tj,i1,...,ir´2uXtj1,i11,...,i1r´2u|“`
Cov
˜
hpAi,j,i1,...,ir´2q, hpAi,j1,i11,...,i1r´2q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇW
¸(8.65)
“: 1
n2r´4
rÿ
`“0
rDi,j;`
(8.66)
Clearly, rDi,j;0 “ 0 and rDi,j;1 “ Oppρ2s´1n ¨n2r´5q for all pi, jq. Overall, the
RHS of (8.63) is Oppρ2s´1n ¨n´1q. This proves (8.62). Then combining (8.60),
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(8.61) and (8.62), we have
1`
n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
pg1pXiqpg1pXjqpg2pXi, Xjq ´ Erg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs
“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
pai ¨ ´ 1
n´ 1
ÿ
j‰i
ajppaij ´ aijq¯`Oppρ3s´0.5n {?nq.
in which we replaced the paj by aj . Now we finish the proof by bound-
ing
ř
j‰i ajppaij ´ aijq{pn ´ 1q for every i. Clearly, E“ajppaij ´ aijq|W ‰ “ 0.
Conditioned on W , the upper bounding of
ř
j‰i ajppaij ´ aijq{pn ´ 1q using
Varppaij |W q and Erppaij ´ aijqppaij1 ´ aij1q|W s bounded by (8.66) and (8.64),
respectively, is exactly similar to our proofs in (8.22) and (8.24), and thus
we omit the details. As a result, we conclude thatÿ
j‰i
ajppaij ´ aijq{pn´ 1q “ Op`ρ2s´0.5n {?n˘, @i.
Finally, since pai “ Oppρsnq, we conclude that
1`
n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
pg1pXiqpg1pXjqpg2pXi, Xjq ´ Erg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs “ Oppρ3s´0.5n {?nq
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.
8.4. Proof of Theorem 3.3. We will inherit the notation of pai from (8.15)
in the proof of Lemma 3.1. It suffices to show (3.12), which would then imply
the closeness between F pTn and F pTn;bootstrap by repeating our arguments for
proving (8.32) and (8.33) using Lemma 8.2. Observe thatˆ
n
r
˙
¨ pUn “ ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăirďn
hpAi1,...,irq
(For any i) “
ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăir´1ďn
i1,...,ir´1‰i
hpAi,i1,...,ir´1q `
ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăirďn
i1,...,ir‰i
hpAi1,...,irq
“
ˆ
n´ 1
r ´ 1
˙
¨ pai ` ˆn´ 1
r
˙
¨ pU p´iqn
Simplifying both sides, we have
(8.67) pU p´iqn ´ pUn “ ´ rn´ r ´pai ´ pUn¯
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Therefore,
n
´pS2n ´ pS2n;jackknife¯
“r
2
n
nÿ
i“1
ppai ´ pUnq2 ´ pn´ 1q nÿ
i“1
´pU p´iqn ´ pUn¯2
“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
„
r2
´pai ´ pUn¯2 ´ npn´ 1q ¨ r2pn´ rq2 ´pai ´ pUn¯2

“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
r2
"
1´ npn´ 1qpn´ rq2
*´pai ´ pUn¯2 “ OppS2nq(8.68)
where in the last line, recall that pS2n :“ r2 řni“1ppai ´ pUnq2{n2. Therefore,pS2n ´ pS2n;jackknife “ OppS2n{nq ùñ |pSn ´ pSn;jackknife| “ OppSn{nq.
This proves (3.12) and thus completes the proof of Theorem 3.3.
8.5. Proof of Theorem 4.1. We will mainly prove for the node sub-
sampling network bootstrap scheme [13], and the corresponding conclusion
for the re-sampling scheme can be obtained easily by slightly varying the
proof for sub-sampling. Conditioned on A, since the sub-sampling objects
in network models are nodes rather than latent variables Xj ’s
3, we change
the notation for simplicity. Define V‹ “ t1 ď v1 ă v2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă vn˚ ď nu to
be uniformly sampled from all size-n˚ subsets of rns. That is,
P
´
V‹ “ ti1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , in˚u
¯
“ 1` n
n˚
˘ @1 ď i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă in˚ ď n.
Define the bootstrap expectation E˚ to be taken with respect to the ran-
domness of V‹. The sub-sampling bootstrap sample network moment pU bn˚
calculated from the sub-network AV‹,V‹ calculated according to [13] is
pU bn˚ “ 1`n˚
r
˘ ÿ
i1ă¨¨¨ăirĂV‹
hpAi1,i2,¨¨¨ ,irq.
To emphasize that the randomness in this bootstrap setting is solely due
to V˚ and simplify notation, we define pgb1pv1q, taking the argument v1 rather
3In other words, Xj ’s in the bootstrap procedure are deemed fixed.
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than Xv1 , as follows
pgb1pv1q :“ n´ 1n´ n‹
"
1`
n˚´1
r´1
˘E˚” ÿ
i1,¨¨¨ ,ir´1ĂV‹zv1
hpAv1,i1,¨¨¨ ,ir´1q|v1
ı
´ pUn*
(8.69)
pgb2pv1, v2q :“ n´ 3n´ n˚ ´ 1
ˆ
n´ 2
n´ n˚
!
E˚
” 1`
n˚´2
r´2
˘ ÿ
i1,¨¨¨ ,ir´2ĂV‹ztv1,v2u
hpAv1,v2,i1,¨¨¨ ,ir´2q
ˇˇˇ
v1, v2
ı
´ pUn)´ pgb1pv1q ´ pgb1pv2q˙
(8.70)
where the finite population correction term pn´1q{pn´n˚q comes from [19,
(1.2)]. where again the finite population correction term pn´3q{pn´n˚´1q
is due to [19, (1.3)]. Recall that pSn˚˚ is a jackknife estimator of Var˚ ´pU bn˚ |A¯
and that the bootstrap test statistic as
(8.71) pTn˚˚ “ pU bn˚ ´ pUnpSn˚˚
By our proof of Theorem 3.3, the difference between a jackknife estimator
and an estimator based on ξ1˚ is ignorable. But here we use the jackknife
estimator just to better connect with Bloznelis [19]. To start, we check that
E˚rpU bn˚s “ pUn where the expectation is taken with respect to the randomness
of V‹ so that (8.71) is an ordinary form of U-statistic. To see this, notice
that
E˚rpU bn˚s “ 1` n
n˚
˘ ÿ
V‹Ărns
pU bn˚ “ 1` n
n˚
˘ 1`
n˚
r
˘ ÿ
V‹Ărns
ÿ
i1ă¨¨¨ăirĂV‹
hpAi1,i2,¨¨¨ ,irq.
On the RHS, each summand hpAi1,¨¨¨ ,irq appears
`
n´r
n˚´r
˘
times. Therefore,ÿ
V‹Ărns
ÿ
i1ă¨¨¨ăirĂV‹
hpAi1,i2,¨¨¨ ,irq “
ˆ
n´ r
n˚ ´ r
˙ ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăirďn
hpAi1,¨¨¨ ,irq
“
ˆ
n´ r
n˚ ´ r
˙ˆ
n
r
˙pUn.
As a result,
E˚rpU bn˚s “ 1` n
n˚
˘ 1`
n˚
r
˘ ÿ
V‹Ărns
ÿ
i1ă¨¨¨ăirĂV‹
hpAi1,i2,¨¨¨ ,irq
“ 1` n
n˚
˘ 1`
n˚
r
˘ˆ n´ r
n˚ ´ r
˙ˆ
n
r
˙
¨ pUn “ pUn
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To investigate the distribution of pTn˚˚ under the finite-population sampling
obeying V‹, we define the bootstrap Edgeworth expansion by
Gn˚˚pxq :“ Φpxq ` ϕpxqa
n˚p1´ n˚{nq ¨ pξ1˚ q3
¨
#
2x2 ` 1
6
¨ E˚
!pgb1pv1q)3
` r ´ 1
2
¨ `x2 ` 1˘E˚rpgb1pv1qpgb1pv2qpgb2pv1, v2qs
+
(8.72)
where recall the definitions of pgb1p¨q, pgb2p¨, ¨q from (8.69) and (8.70), respec-
tively. Here, pξ1˚ q2 :“ Var˚ppgb1pv1q|Aq “ E˚rppgb1pv1qq2s.
Next, we are going to apply Theorem 1 of [19]. The Cramer’s condition
(1.11) in Theorem 1 in [19] is different from the conventional version, and we
need to check that it indeed holds in our setting. Specifically, in our setting,
it suffices to prove that there exists a positive sequence ttnu Ñ 8 and a
universal constant M1 : 0 ăM1 ă 1, such that
P
˜
sup
tPp0,tnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇn´1 nÿ
j“1
eitnpg1pXjq{pξ1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ďM1 ă 1
¸
pÑ 1
because our eventual bounds are Op bounds, and in the proof we can choose
to discuss only events that will happen with high probability. Recall from
the proof of Theorem 3.2 that we have shown the following facts
|pg1pXiq ´ g1pXiq| “ Oppρs´1{2n ¨ n´1{2q
|pξ1 ´ ξ1| “ Oppρsn ¨ n´1{2q
and the simple fact that ξ1 — ρsn. Therefore, we have
|pg1pXjq{pξ1 ´ g1pXjq{ξ1| “ Oppρ´1{2n ¨ n´1{2q
Recall that we have been assuming ρn ¨ n Ñ 8 throughout this paper
(regardless of R shapes, all assumptions we made imply this). Choosing
tn “ pρn ¨ nq´1{4, we have
sup
tPp0,tnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1n
nÿ
j“1
eitg1pXjq{ξ1 ´ 1
n
nÿ
j“1
eitpg1pXjq{pξ1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď sup
tPp0,tnq
t ¨
ˇˇˇ
g1pXjq{ξ1 ´ pg1pXjq{pξ1 ˇˇˇ ¨ et¨|g1pXjq{ξ1´pg1pXjq{pξ1|
(w.h.p.) ď sup
tPp0,tnq
tpρn ¨ nq´1{2 ¨ etpρn¨nq´1{2 ĺ tnpρn ¨ nq´1{2
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It suffices to bound suptPp0,tnq
ˇˇˇ
n´1
řn
j“1 eitg1pXjq{ξ1
ˇˇˇ
. For every given t P
Tn :“ tk{n : k P N, k{n ď tnu, by Bernstein’s inequality, we have
P
˜ˇˇˇˇ
ˇn´1 nÿ
j“1
eitg1pXjq{ξ1 ´ E
”
eitg1pX1q{ξ1
ıˇˇˇˇˇ ą 
¸
ď 2e´Cn2
Therefore, setting M1 :“ lim suptÑ8 |E
“
eitg1pX1q{ξ1
‰ |, by the Cramer’s con-
dition we assumed in Theorem 4.1, we have M1 P p0, 1q and p1 `M1q{2 P
p0, 1q. Therefore
P
˜
sup
tPTn
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇn´1 nÿ
j“1
eitg1pXjq{ξ1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą p1`M1q{2
¸
ď |Tn| ¨ 2e´C3npM1{2q2 ď e´C4n
for some universal constants C3, C4 ą 0. Now noticing that for any t P p0, tnq,
let t1 be the best approximation to t in Tn, we have
sup
tPp0,tq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1n
nÿ
j“1
eitg1pXjq{ξ1 ´ 1
n
nÿ
j“1
eit
1g1pXjq{ξ1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
(w.h.p.) ď|t´ t1|pρn ¨ nq´1{2 ¨ e|t´t1|pρn¨nq´1{2 ĺ tn ¨ pρn ¨ nq´1{2 Ñ 0
The verification that our ordinary Cramer’s condition implies the sample
version in [19] is thus finished.
By Theorem 1 of [19], the sampling distribution of pTn˚˚ by node sub-
sampling enjoys the following uniform bound
(8.73)
›››F pTn˚ puq ´Gn˚˚puq›››8 “ opppn˚q´1{2q
It then suffices to establish the connection betweenGn˚˚puq and pGn˚p1´n˚{nqpuq.
The proof strategy is to show that (8.72) can be transcribed, with E˚ re-
placed by pE’s and pgb1pv1q, pgb2pv1, v2q replaced with pg1pX1q, pg2pX1, X2q, respec-
tively. Then the comparison of the Edgeworth coefficients in Gn˚˚puq andpGn˚p1´n˚{nqpuq would complete the proof. To proceed, now we focus on an-
alyzing the core quantities pgb1pv1q and pgb2pv1, v2q. For pgb1pv1q, since condition-
ing on v1 P V‹, the rest indexes tv2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vn˚u are uniformly sampled from
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1`
n˚´1
r´1
˘ ¨ E˚
»– ÿ
i1,¨¨¨ ,ir´1ĂV‹zv1
hpAv1,i1,¨¨¨ ,ir´1q
ˇˇˇ
v1
fifl
“ 1`
n˚´1
r´1
˘ 1` n´1
n˚´1
˘ ÿ
V‹Ărns:v1PV‹
ÿ
i1,¨¨¨ ,ir´1PV‹zv1
hpAv1,i1,¨¨¨ ,ir´1q
(By (8.14)) “ 1`
n˚´1
r´1
˘ 1` n´1
n˚´1
˘ˆ n´ r
n˚ ´ r
˙ˆ
n´ 1
r ´ 1
˙
¨ pav1 “ pav1 .
where in the second equality, we noticed that each hpAv1,i1,¨¨¨ ,ir´1q appears`
n´r
n˚´r
˘
times in the first line. Therefore,
(8.74) pgb1pv1q “ n´ 1n´ n˚ rpav1 ´ pUns “ n´ 1n´ n˚ ¨ pg1pXv1q
where pg1pXv1q appeared (in “pE” terms) in Theorem 3.2. Then we have
E˚
”
tpgb1pv1qu3ı “ 1n
nÿ
i“1
´ n´ 1
n´ n˚
¯3ppai ´ pUnq3 “ ´ n´ 1
n´ n˚
¯3pErg31pX1qs
pξ1˚ q2 “ Var˚ppgb1pv1q|Aq “ E˚rppgb1pv1qq2s “ pn´ 1q2pn´ n˚q2 ¨ pξ21
where the definitions of pξ1 and pEg31pX1q can also be recalled by reviewing
Theorem 3.2. Now we turn to analyzing E˚rtpgb1pv1qpgb1pv2qpgb2pv1, v2qus. The
main part of the definition of pgb2pv1, v2q can be re-expressed as follows
E˚
«
1`
n˚´2
r´2
˘ ÿ
i1,¨¨¨ ,ir´2ĂV‹ztv1,v2u
hpAv1,v2,i1,¨¨¨ ,ir´2q
ˇˇˇ
v1, v2
ff
“ 1` n´2
n˚´2
˘ 1`
n˚´2
r´2
˘ ÿ
V‹Ărns:v1,v2PV‹
ÿ
i1,¨¨¨ ,ir´2ĂV‹ztv1,v2u
hpAv1,v2,i1,¨¨¨ ,ir´2q
“ 1` n´2
n˚´2
˘ 1`
n˚´2
r´2
˘ˆn´ 2
r ´ 2
˙ˆ
n´ r
n˚ ´ r
˙pav1v2 “ pav1v2
where we recall the definition of paij from (8.59). Combining this with (8.74),
we have
pgb2pv1, v2q “ n´ 3pn´ n˚ ´ 1q” n´ 2n´ n˚ ppav1v2 ´ pUnq ´ n´ 1n´ n˚ ppav1 ´ pUnq ´ n´ 1n´ n˚ ppav2 ´ pUnqı
“ pn´ 3qpn´ 1qpn´ n˚ ´ 1qpn´ n˚q
”
ppav1v2 ´ pUnq ´ ppav1 ´ pUnq ´ ppav2 ´ pUnqı
´ pn´ 3qpn´ n˚ ´ 1qpn´ n˚qppav1v2 ´ pUnq.
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Then we have
E˚rpgb1pv1qpgb1pv2qpgb2pv1, v2qs “ 1`n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďv1ăv2ďn
pgb1pv1qpgb1pv2qpgb2pv1, v2q
“ pn´ 3qpn´ 1q
3
pn´ n˚ ´ 1qpn´ n˚q3
pErg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs
´ pn´ 3qpn´ 1q
2
pn´ n˚ ´ 1qpn´ n˚q3 ¨
1`
n
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďn
pg1pX1qpg1pX2qrpg2pX1, X2q ` pg1pX1q ` pg1pX2qs
“ pn´ 3qpn´ 1q
3
pn´ n˚ ´ 1qpn´ n˚q3
pErg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs `Opˆ pn´ 3qpn´ 1q2pn´ n˚ ´ 1qpn´ n˚q3 ¨ ρ3s´1n
˙
where in the last line, we used that, pg1pX1q p— ρsn, pg2pX1, X2q p— ρs´1n by the
proof of Theorem 3.2. Define αn˚ “ pn ´ 1q{pn ´ n˚q. Now we can rewrite
(8.72) as follows
Gn˚˚pxq “Φpxq ` ϕpxqa
n˚p1´ n˚{nq ¨ α3n˚pξ31
"
2x2 ` 1
6
¨ α3n˚pErg31pX1qs
`r ´ 1
2
¨ α3n˚px2 ` 1qpErg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs
´ n´ 3pn´ n˚ ´ 1qpn´ n˚q
r ´ 1
2
¨ α2n˚px2 ` 1q ¨Oppρ3s´1n q
*
“ pGn˚p1´n˚{nqpuq `Op´ 1a
n˚p1´ n˚{nqpn´ n˚qρn
¯
where recall that pGnpuq was defined Theoem 3.2. Finally, we have›››Gn˚˚puq ´ pGn˚p1´n˚{nqpuq›››8 “opppn˚q´1{2q `Op´ 1an˚p1´ n˚{nqpn´ n˚qρn
¯
“opppn˚q´1{2q
where the last equation is due to ρn “ ωpn´1{rq and n´n˚ — n. Combining
this with Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, by a triangular inequality, we have
(8.75)
›››F pTn˚ puq ´ F pTn˚p1´n˚{nqpuq›››8 “ opppn˚q´1{2q.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1 for sub-sampling, since the uni-
form convergence rate of the Edgeworth expansion is governed by the worst
convergence rate of its coefficient terms.
Now we discuss the re-sampling scheme. Sampling tv1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vn˚u with re-
placement from a finite population rns is equivalent to sampling without
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replacement from a population in which each of rns are repeated infinite
many times with the same infinite cardinality such that a uniform sampler
will still take each of rns with equal probabilities. This amounts to set the “n”
in Bloznelis [19] to “n “ 8”4. Notice, however, the “n” in [19] should not be
confused with our network size n in the expressions of ξ1˚ , E˚r
 pgb1pv1q(3s and
E˚rpgb1pv1qpgb1pv2qpgb2pv1, v2qs. Therefore, the re-sampling bootstrap Edgeworth
expansion is the following slight-modification of (8.72):
Gn˚˚pxq :“ Φpxq ` ϕpxq?
n˚ ¨ pξ1˚ q3
¨
#
2x2 ` 1
6
¨ E˚
!pgb1pv1q)3
` r ´ 1
2
¨ `x2 ` 1˘E˚rpgb1pv1qpgb1pv2qpgb2pv1, v2qs
+
(8.76)
The rest of the proof is exactly similar to that for sub-sampling and thus
will be omitted. The proof of Theorem 4.1 is completed.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We first calculate the Type-I error rate of our
test. In this part, all “P”’s are calculated under H0, so without causing
confusion, we drop the dependence of P on H0 for simplicity. By definition,
Type-I error rate :“ P
´
2 ¨min
! pGnp pTnq, 1´ pGnp pTnq) ă α|H0¯
(Drop “H0”) “ E
”
P
´
2 ¨min
! pGnp pTnq, 1´ pGnp pTnq) ă αˇˇˇ1r pGnp pTnqď1{2s¯ı
“ E
”
1rt pGnp pTnqď1{2uXt pGnp pTnqďα{2us ` 1rt pGnp pTnqą1{2uXt pGnp pTnqą1´α{2us
ı
“ E
”
1r pGnp pTnqďα{2s ` 1r pGnp pTnqą1´α{2s
ı
“ E
”
1rF pTn p pTnqďα{2s ` 1rF pTn p pTnqą1´α{2s
ı
`O pMpρn, n;Rqq(8.77)
where, before proceeding, we shall first explain (8.77). Clearly, it suffices
to bound E
”ˇˇˇ
1r pGnp pTnqďα{2s ´ 1rF pTn p pTnqďα{2s
ˇˇˇı
since this would allow us to
replace 1r pGnp pTnqăα{2s by 1rF pTn p pTnqăα{2s inside Er¨s, and the other term can
be shown exactly similarly. We have
F´1pTn pα{2q pÑ Φ´1pα{2q “: zα{2 is a finite constant(8.78)
dF pTnpxq
dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
x“F´1pTn pα{2q
pÑ dF pTnpxq
dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
x“zα{2
pÑ ϕ1pzα{2q ą 0(8.79)
4Here, we clarify that the “n” in “n “ 8” should be understood as the size of the finite
population for bootstrapping, among the notation system of [19], not the “n” in most of
this paper as the network size.
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Notice that we are going to use (8.78) and (8.79) without needing con-
vergence rates, because it only matters that the LHS of (8.78) converges to
a finite constant and the LHS of (8.79) converges to a positive constant, re-
spectively. Then they imply that there exists a large enough constant M ą 0
depending only on F pTnpuq and α, such that
P
!
F pTn
´
F´1pTn pαq `M ¨
›››F pTnpuq ´ pGnpuq›››8¯ ą α{2` ›››F pTnpuq ´ pGnpuq›››8) pÑ 1
P
!
F pTn
´
F´1pTn pαq ´M ¨
›››F pTnpuq ´ pGnpuq›››8¯ ă α{2´ ›››F pTnpuq ´ pGnpuq›››8) pÑ 1
which further implies that
E
”ˇˇˇ
1r pGnp pTnqăα{2s ´ 1rF pTn p pTnqăα{2s
ˇˇˇı
“O
´
E
”
P
!pTn P ´F´1pTn pα{2q ˘M ¨ ›››F pTnpuq ´ pGnpuq›››8¯)ı¯
“O
´
E
”
F pTn
´
F´1pTn pα{2q `M ¨
›››F pTnpuq ´ pGnpuq›››8¯
´F pTn
´
F´1pTn pα{2q ´M ¨
›››F pTnpuq ´ pGnpuq›››8¯ı¯
(Using (8.79)) “O
´”›››F pTnpuq ´ pGnpuq›››8ı¯ “ O pMpρn, n;Rqq
This permits us to continue (8.77). By definition
E
”
1rF pTn p pTnqďα{2s ` 1rF pTn p pTnqą1´α{2s
ı
“P
´
F pTnp pTnq ď α{2¯` P´F pTnp pTnq ą 1´ α{2¯ “ α(8.80)
This completes the proof of our claim on the Type-I error control. Next, we
prove that the Type-II error rate is diminishing when |cn´dn| “ ωpρsn¨n´1{2q.
Simply notice that when Ha is true and the true µn equals dn, we have
pTn :“ pUn ´ dnpSn ` dn ´ cnpSn
Since pSn “ Oppρsn ¨ n´1{2q, we haveˇˇˇˇ
dn ´ cnpSn
ˇˇˇˇ
pÑ8, and therefore, | pTn| pÑ8
This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.2.
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Proof of Theorem 4.3. Define
rq pTn;α :“ zα ´ 1?n ¨ ξ31 ¨
#
2z2α ` 1
6
¨ Erg31pX1qs
` r ´ 1
2
¨ `z2α ` 1˘Erg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs
+
For convenience, let us simply denote the n´1{2 term in the Edgeworth
expansion by Γpxq:
Γpxq :“ 1
ξ31
¨
#
2x2 ` 1
6
¨ Erg31pX1qs ` r ´ 12 ¨
`
x2 ` 1˘Erg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs+
pΓpxq :“ 1pξ31 ¨
#
2x2 ` 1
6
¨ pErg31pX1qs ` r ´ 12 ¨ `x2 ` 1˘ pErg1pX1qg1pX2qg2pX1, X2qs
+
We have
Gnpxq “ Φpxq ` n´1{2 ¨ Γpxqϕpxqrq pTn;α “ zα ´ n´1{2 ¨ Γpzαqpq pTn;α “ zα ´ n´1{2 ¨ pΓpzαq
Then the proof of Theorem 3.2 immediately implies that
ˇˇˇpq pTn;α ´ rq pTn;α ˇˇˇ “
Oppn´1q. Mimicking the inversion formula in [53], we have
Gn
ˆ
x´ 1?
n
¨ Γpxq
˙
“ Φ
ˆ
x´ 1?
n
¨ Γpxq
˙
` 1?
n
¨ Γ
ˆ
x´ 1?
n
¨ Γpxq
˙
ϕ
ˆ
x´ 1?
n
¨ Γpxq
˙
“ Φpxq `Op
`
n´1
˘
.
(8.81)
Notice that as remarked in [53], the inversion formula (8.81) might not
always have a uniform Oppn´1q error bound in the most general cases, and it
depends on the continuity of the leading terms in the Edgeworth expansion.
When the leading term in the Edgeworth expansion contains a jump function
component, we are only guaranteed by a no better than Oppn´1{2q uniform
error bound in the Cornish-Fisher expansion. However, in the setting of this
paper, Γpxq is always continuous, and moreover, Lipscitz.
We continue our proof. By Theorem 3.1 and (8.81), we have
F pTn
´rq pTn;α¯ “ Gn ´rq pTn;α¯`Op pMpρn, n;Rqq
“ α`Op pMpρn, n;Rqq “ F pTn
´
q pTn;α
¯
`Op pMpρn, n;Rqq(8.82)
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The proof of Theorem 4.2 then permits us to invert this bound on function
value discrepancy to a bound on the difference between their arguments,
since asymptotically F 1pTn
´
q pTn;α
¯
is lower-bounded away from 0 in probabil-
ity. We have
ˇˇˇrq pTn;α ´ q pTn;α ˇˇˇ “ Op pMpρn, n;Rqq, and then a simple triangular
inequality completes the proof of (4.4) in Theorem 4.3.
Then we prove (4.5) in Theorem 4.3. By Theorem 3.1 and (8.81), we have
P
ˆpTn ď zα ´ 1?
n
Γpzαq
˙
“Gn
ˆ
zα ´ 1?
n
Γpzαq
˙
`Op pMpρn, n;Rqq
“Φpzαq `Op pMpρn, n;Rqq “ α`Op pMpρn, n;Rqq
Therefore,
P
´pTn ď pq pTn;α¯ “ P
"pTn ď zα ´ 1?
n
¨ pΓpzαq*
“ P
"pTn ď zα ´ 1?
n
¨ Γpzαq `Oppn´1q
*
“ P
"pTn ď zα ´ 1?
n
¨ Γpzαq
*
`Op pMpρn, n;Rqq
(By (8.82)) “ α`Op pMpρn, n;Rqq
This completes the proof of (4.5) and the entire Theorem 4.3.
9. Additional simulation results. In this section, we show addi-
tional simulation results under different network sparsity settings. We tested
ρn — n´1{4, n´1{3 and n´1{2. Notice that some of these settings constitute
violations of our assumptions ρn assumptions. We adjusted the constant fac-
tors in ρn such that all settings start with roughly equal network densities
for n “ 10. Results are shown in Figures 4–6 (errors) and Figures 7–9 (time
costs), where error bars show standard deviations.
The plots show that the accuracy of all methods depreciate as the network
becomes sparser. Recall that our loss function is the error in approximat-
ing F pTn , and that pTn is normalized by the denominator pSn — ρsn ¨ n´1{2, it
is therefore understandable that sparser networks are more difficult. Apart
from that error bounds would depreciate with a smaller ρn, as in our The-
orems 3.1 and 3.2; the performances of our method in some scenarios also
seemed to be limited by numerical accuracy, possibly in the Monte Carlo
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evaluations of the true F pTn . But overall, our method remains the best per-
former and higher-order accurate in scenarios where the sparsity assump-
tions are satisfied. The time cost plots can be interpreted similarly to that
in the main paper text.
Fig 4. ρn — n´1{4, Motifs: row 1: Edge; row 2: Triangle; row 3: Vshape. CDF approx-
imation errors. Both axes are log(e)-scaled. Red solid curve marked circle: our method
(empirical Edgeworth); black dashed curve marked down-triangle: Np0, 1q approximation;
green dashed curve marked up-triangle: re-sampling of A in [51]; blue dashed curve marked
plus: [13] sub-sampling — n nodes; magenta dashed line with square markers: ASE plug-in
bootstrap in [76].
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Fig 5. ρn — n´1{3, Motifs: row 1: Edge; row 2: Triangle; row 3: Vshape. CDF approx-
imation errors. Both axes are log(e)-scaled. Red solid curve marked circle: our method
(empirical Edgeworth); black dashed curve marked down-triangle: Np0, 1q approximation;
green dashed curve marked up-triangle: re-sampling of A in [51]; blue dashed curve marked
plus: [13] sub-sampling — n nodes; magenta dashed line with square markers: ASE plug-in
bootstrap in [76].
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Fig 6. ρn — n´1{2, Motifs: row 1: Edge; row 2: Triangle; row 3: Vshape. CDF approx-
imation errors. Both axes are log(e)-scaled. Red solid curve marked circle: our method
(empirical Edgeworth); black dashed curve marked down-triangle: Np0, 1q approximation;
green dashed curve marked up-triangle: re-sampling of A in [51]; blue dashed curve marked
plus: [13] sub-sampling — n nodes; magenta dashed line with square markers: ASE plug-in
bootstrap in [76].
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Fig 7. ρn — n´1{4, Motifs: row 1: Edge; row 2: Triangle; row 3: Vshape. CDF ap-
proximation times. Both axes are log(e)-scaled. Red solid curve marked circle: our method
(empirical Edgeworth); black dashed curve marked down-triangle: Np0, 1q approximation;
green dashed curve marked up-triangle: re-sampling of A in [51]; blue dashed curve marked
plus: [13] sub-sampling — n nodes; magenta dashed line with square markers: ASE plug-in
bootstrap in [76].
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Fig 8. ρn — n´1{3, Motifs: row 1: Edge; row 2: Triangle; row 3: Vshape. CDF ap-
proximation times. Both axes are log(e)-scaled. Red solid curve marked circle: our method
(empirical Edgeworth); black dashed curve marked down-triangle: Np0, 1q approximation;
green dashed curve marked up-triangle: re-sampling of A in [51]; blue dashed curve marked
plus: [13] sub-sampling — n nodes; magenta dashed line with square markers: ASE plug-in
bootstrap in [76].
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Fig 9. ρn — n´1{2, Motifs: row 1: Edge; row 2: Triangle; row 3: Vshape. CDF ap-
proximation times. Both axes are log(e)-scaled. Red solid curve marked circle: our method
(empirical Edgeworth); black dashed curve marked down-triangle: Np0, 1q approximation;
green dashed curve marked up-triangle: re-sampling of A in [51]; blue dashed curve marked
plus: [13] sub-sampling — n nodes; magenta dashed line with square markers: ASE plug-in
bootstrap in [76].
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